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date Ruth Messinger outlined
her vision for CUNY at a speech
given at the Borough of Man-
hattan Community College on
~. ·.... ::~·:~~~;~~~?'~:=f:~:t~;~-;\£'t
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Goldstein spoke of s ionali s m ". Goldsteinj~>~ontent'asBaruch
the .importance of s . aid president"andhasno'plans'oftak-
alumni contribu- GOldstein. i11gthecUrr~tlyvoid:CityUniver-
tions towards the Despite tu- sity:.,ofNew.:YOrkChancellor posi-
future growth of ition increases tion. . .
Baruch College .in . of250 per cent .··Goldsteit1.lut.s:servedasthePresi~
the annual State in the past detltof·Baru~·COllege(or seven
of the College Ad-- -five years, cut- ye~·!an4lia~·'1]e.eii·.tls1iedwith
dress on October backsin fund- theprc>gresstne:'CollegeliiS 'made
23. ..• Ing from AI- W1der.lp~j#$m-e'-btJ~ hefeelsthere
Speaking in bany, the ter-, ~~~llW1pr()y~e~tstobemade,
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WIll help the College. stay m pace· the School of Pubhe.Affairs, the c.,... ,,;:c., ..)i.~~ptj;{)1:1+;at:.:tl:l~~~~J.ight
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gre~," by crea~ing standards of take the raw material of new' gen- concentrated .and end the need for
achievement In math, read erations and refine it into success-
continued on page 3 ful lives and shape it into careers
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United They Stand, Divided They're Falling
. Student Governments. Considering Combining Day and Evening Sessions -
By Chan-joo MOOD . . student activity fee for each group
Dressed in a pink two-piece suit, \ , ~ ("P.:.-- _ wouldbe set, whichw~~draise the
Dana Moore, sits in a school car- --0" . \' . currently lower actiVIty fees of
eteria one evening, with her right .>; <, ~ - _,.':::;::1 evening students. Evenin~ stu-
hand holding a half-eaten pizza // \ ~}. '-:.'> () dents oppose the activity fee hike
and her left hand flipping through . \ -,.._\-::J fo.r services and act.ivities that they
the pages of a textbook. /;S'_~ will probably not participate in.
She is one of the thousands of . '.. '. ' F~ it to happen, ten per cent of
evening students at Baruch, most both evening and day session stu-
/ of whom are working adults and dents need to aive their signatures,
~ / have returned to school in order to whichwillpla~ therefere~on
get a degree and improve their ca- theb~ in the annual eleetions
reers. Like most of these "non-tra- of the College.
ditional" students, between a full- certainly not in any of the eighty dent bcdy.maybegiventhe choice The .disclosure was met m'th
time job and school, she has little or so clubs during the day, which in May whether or not to unite ·.~ediate-objeetion~ from .~
time for any kind ofcampus activi- are governed by the Day Session ESSA and DSSG to' form a Single' Blake,. presjdent ofESSA. 8btke
ties. - Student Government (DSSG). undergraduate' Btudentgovern- argued that .the difIerent- needs or
She does not participate in the Sheis eoncernedhowever.about ment.Ifthegovemmentscombine, ~i{~on·studentswouldbe
eight evening studentrelubs which a disclosure from an official source the onlyditrerenee between stu- ign()redand theirae·tivity. fees,
are governedbythe Evening Ses- in DSSG, who asked not to be dents woUld 'bE!~.w~they are CtIRIia"edoAptl6e6.




"1 like my job here and the moment 1 am fully
committed to Baruch."
He elaborated on his vision to
make CUNY a world-class uni-
versity system. "Currently only
Baruch, Hunter College and
Matthew Goldstein
fessions that touch and improve
the lives of countless of others,
who will in turn enrich the lives
of thousands more. This dedi-
cation of time and talents to
education is a venture in human
capital ... it is one of the great-
est and most important invest-
ments anyone could ever make."
should be the "highest quality pos-
sible," which means setting the
'highest possible standards for our
students and their teachers."
However, she disagreed with insti-
tuting proposed entranced exams
saying that they were too exclusive
and would bar some from receiving _
a college education, a restriction that
was, according to her, against the
spirit of City University
Mayor Giuliani has also taken a
stand on the need to raise academic
standards at CUNY and has been
working closely with CUNY board
Vice Chairman Hennan Badillo on
ways to do this to ensure CUNY's
status as a respected institution.
In her address, Messinger drew
the line at barringstudents, instead
saying that "if they can't meet the
standard, we'll give them all thehelp
that they need to get there."
"This dedication oftime and talents to educa-
tion is a venture in human capital."
President Has No Plans of Leaving'
continued from front page
State of the College Address, he 'Path One' admissions policy and
repeated his proposed reforms for sustain the results," he said.
the CUNY system. Path One is the policy with the
. ~J.. ,w.anted~ ,ip. share. with the,. highest ,r~uiremeDt~.for ineom-
Baruch community what I had ing ,fr~~hmen. ASide f'rorireom-
-....t--saiad~nn-K~Qe~a~ll~tfa_~·~~s~i-,pleting'a_JutJ"c~~pJe~e!1r-«?r:cor=--'
tute luncheon," said Goldstein. lege preparatory courses and
day with the necessary re-
sources to be successful so they
can become the future contribu-
tors to their alma mater.
"The .academic careers of our
students will blossom into pro-
students with a core of commu-
nication-intensive courses.
Throughout the entire ad-
dress, Goldstein focused on the
significance of alumnus contri-
butions to the College which
provide Baruch. students of to-
Shwartz Communication Insti-
tute. One component of this ini-
tiative is to challenge Baruch
A student tests his skills in darts for a prize in the




continued from front page
ing and computer skills that stu-
dents will need to meet. "
She also touched on issues such
as on-site child care on CUNY cam-
puses saying that ifelected, she will
expand the program. Last spring's
child care referendum at Baruch
kept the Early Childhood Learning
Center open after students voted to
accept a five dollar increase to the
student activity fee to prevent the
center from closing. She also said
that she would support the Marchi-
Ramirez Legislation that recently
passed and which "allows students
on public assistance to do their re-
quired public workfare on their cam-
puses."
The bulk ofher address was aimed
at her belief in the importance of
the city school system and her be-
liefthat the system "can be better."
'Ib improve~ she proposed
that the education offeredbyCUNY
continued from front page
leasing space from other build-
ings.
Goldstein discussed how the
area of communications is a ma-
jor concern. GOldstein proudly
noted that "Baruch graduates
are just as talented, just 'as fo-
cused, and as ambitious and
knowledgeable," but added, "the
disquieting news is that em-
ployers find that too many of
our graduates lack adequate
skills in written and spoken En-
glish."
"Education is not simply a
matter of acquiring informa-
tion. An educated person must
be able to communicate infor-
mation clearly and effectively."
To combat this glaring trend,
Goldstein said the College will
place more emphasis in commu-
nication skills- through the es-
tablishment of the Bernard L.
"Baruch graduates are just as talented, just
as focused, and as ambitious and knowledge-
able."
Goldstein Delivers State ofthe~ollegeAddress
, -... - I
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ment at Baruch College.
Although they have been al-
lowed to attend school, they
may not be able to get a legal
job after they graduate, accord-
ing to Stephen E. Goldberg, the
Director of the International
Student Office (ISO).
"Why are we penalizing the
youth for something the parents
did?" he asked.
The second change in the im-
migration law affects Baruch's
current 1,261 international stu-
dents, based on statistics from
the Registrar, who are here le-
gally on student visas (F or J).
According to Goldberg, they
number about 300,000 nation-
wide.
The law requires them to
have an identification card,
which contains a bar code,
photo and a fingerprint. There
will be a national database
which will be updated by the
colleges they attend.
''You admit them and then you
track them from the minute
they enter to the day they
leave," said Goldberg.
Currently, sixty to seventy
per cent of students admitted to
continued on page 4
~'Why are we penaliz-
ing the youth for
something the par-
ents did?"
be approved to return.
Baruch students who may be
affected are those who have an
"undocumented" status. From
among both the graduate and
undergraduate student body,
they numbered 473 in the Fall
1996 Semester and 473 in the
Spring 1997 Semester, accord-
ing to statistics from the Regis-
trar. Total enrollment during
each of those terms were a little
over 15,000.
These students may have
come here on temporary work
visas (H), visitor's visas (B), for-
eign government representative
visas (G) or diplomatic visas
(A). Some students are the chil-
dren of parents who came here
-on those types of visas. They
became illegal aliens because
their parents decided to stay
after the visas expired. Many
of these students - who are now
illegal aliens themselves' - have
grown up here, from elementary
school to their current enroll-













Over 1,700 'students at
Baruch College and those who
are applying to Baruch from for-
eign countries, will face some
harsh or invasive measures un-
der two changes in the immigra-
tion laws.
The first is the expiration of
Section 245(i) of the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act and the
second is a part of the Illegal
Immigration Act of 1996 which
requires schools to report the
whereabouts of international
students to the Federal govern-
ment.
Under Section 245(i), which
had been adopted in September
1994, illegal aliens were al-
lowed to apply for legal status
while living here, by paying a
$1,000 fine. Although it was
due to expire at the end of Sep-
tember, it has been extended
twice and is now set to expire
on November 7.
If it expires, those aliens who
were applying for residency will
have to return to their native
countries and wait for it. It
threatens to cause the breakup
of many lives and families, as
people who have lived here for
years have to return home with-
out knowing when they would..._----------_.....
5
Q Do you think that the profes-
sors at CUNY also need to have
their standards raised?
Well, it works on both sides, it seems
to me; students have to followthe law,
and the police department occasion-
ally needs to have free speech and free
assem!J!~Jjghts- to be sure that they
are reSPing, those rights. 1$ey
should~harassingStudents~~~
are engaged in a legal protest.
I think the biggest problem at City
University is the huge number of fac-
ulty that are teaching not on tenured
lines, and the large number ofadjunct
faculty that are making up the faculty
base on some ofthe campuses, I think,
almost in violation of standards for
college accreditation. I think that'sbad
for a campus, but many of the faculty
I know at branches of the City Uni-
versity are very dedicated to trying to
find ways to teach, and it's just that
they are also being ~clinperedby lack
oftenure opportunities, by overcrowd-
ing of classes, and by a fair amount of
uncertainty as to what the future holds
on each and every campus both to the
budgetand to other rules that theyfear
the Board may make that may make
it harder for students.
Q Relations between the police
and CUNY students haven't
always been friendly, for example,
several demonstrators at Hunter
College were ar-rested around
three years ago when they were
protestingbudget cuts. As mayor,
how would you improve relations
between CUNY students ana the
police?
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Q About 78,000 studentsat CUNY
are on welfare, and they are cur-
rently required by Giuliani to per-
form about 20 hours a weeks who
argues that ''workfare prepares
people for life in tire real world."
How do you feel about this?
Excerpts from Ruth Messinger Interview
Q What is the importance of invested in their education than is the I believe that federal requirements for
CUNY to New York City and why incumbent mayor. people on public assistance need to be
should CUNY students vote for adhered to, but that where CUNY stu-
you? Q Currently you're involved in a dents are involved, the argument that
_ _~ lawsuit against the CUNY board students made to me about a year and
I think~~t~ is one of the~~ since. they blinned you rro~ .. *J1a]f~. which ~ to:~y~uce
importaiit institutions in the CitY.-ot -speaking on campus, unless all the required hours, and more impor-
New York. It has been the route for candidates for mayor are Invited. tant to make sure that their time is
generations of New Yorkers to move Doyou have any commentsonthe flexible and that they're allowed to do
into higher education, and to require incident at Kingsborough Com- their workfare assignments on cam-
the knowledge and skills they need to munity College? pus in a great many positions.wh:re
get jobs in the work force. It's more ~e~puscanmakeuseofthell"skills
important now than ever before be- I'm hoping that this lawsuit will be 18 the right argument, and I supported
cause many, more of the jobs in this resolved, because I don't think the that position very strongly in all ofthe
city and country currently require col- Universitywants to lose a first amend- branches of the City University, just
lege education than was the case ment case. Their interpretation was like I have in the past supported the
pretty recently. I'm someone who be- justridicu1ous. Neitherfreespeechnor creation of daycare services on every
lieves in the City University, has a tax-exempt status require an abso- campus. And I was a supporter ofthe
taughtatbranchesofthe"CityUniver- lute balance in candidates invited and legislation which has now been
sity isthe grandaughterofa graduate candidates presented. It just makes a adopted in Albany, which mandates
of City College in its earlier days, and mockery of the whole notion of aca- that CUNY students on workfare-be
will work with the Board of the City demic freedom and free speech, to say allowed to do their work on campus
University to be sure that the branches that a campus group can't invite a can-
ofthe University are educating all stu- didate to speak, it's just ridiculous.
dents for the demands of the 21st Cen-
tury. I will be a mayor who will work
with the students against tuition in-
creases and for an expansion of the
TAP program, and I think students
should vote for me because I think stu-
dents should exercise their franchise,
and I think they should exercise it in
their self-interest, and I'm much more
. ....trh>. -
~!i~.::' ~,
.. : ~ :~..:.,... ',.
The Women's Forum Educa-
tional Awards of $2000 are
being offered to women over 35,
NYC residents and attended a
college for 1 yr. Deadline is De-
cember 1st. For more info. call
Ronald Aaron @802-6820 or in
room 1702,360 PAS
ESSA is offeringFREE LEGAL
SERVICES to all Baruch stu-
dents dealing with Housing,
Family, Consumer and Real Es-
tate law, Immigration, Divorces,
Landlord and Tenant issues.
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ized under the initiative of
Frank Telegadis, a Baruch
alumnus, currently a Philip
FREE TUTORING-for ac-
counting, all Math & English,
Economics, Finance, & Law:
appointments are a must!
Call Mark Spergel at 802-6772
from 4-B:30pm. Or drop by in
person at the Office of Student
Life at 360 PAS, rm 1512.
Comic Strip Live: tickets are
$7.00 and admits two people.
Purchase tickets at the Student
Center 360 PAS, rm 1512 Mon-
day-Friday from 9am-9pm Cash
Only. Available, all semester.
Career Develpment will be offering Career Workshops
All workshops are held at 151 E. 25th St.
Topic-Choosing A Major: Oct. 28, 1-3pm, room 724
Topic-Effective Job Search: Oct. 29, 1-3pm, room 724
Topic-Winning Resumes: Nov. 4, 1-3pm, room 724
Interviewing I: Nov. 5, 1-3pm, room 724
Interviewing II: Oct. 21, 5-7pm, room 251
Interviewing Hl: Oct. 22, 5-7pm, room 251
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room 823A .of 360 Park Avenue
South building. It was attended
by four representatives from
Philip Morris, 25 faculty mem-
bers and family members of
Edward Lopez.
According to sources in the
marketing department, Lopez
was selected from a group of
five applicants. He best
matched the criteria set up 'by
the sponsors of this scholarship.
This scholarship awards
$2,500 and a summer intern-
ship with Philip Morris to an
eligible Baruch College junior.
Among other things, GPA, extra
curricular activities, financial
need and ethnicity are taken
into account when selecting an
awardee. All selected appli-
cants are interviewed to final-
ize the winner.
Baruch Jazz"will present the Milt
Hinton Perspectives in Jazz
Workshop and Concert featur-
ing Jerry Gonzalez & the Fort
Apache Band on Nov. 13. Work-
shop'will be held in Nallin Hall,
11am-12:15pm. The concert will
take place in Mason Hall, 1-2pm.
RSVP a must: 212-387-1700
The English Writing Center will
provide FREE TUTORIAL help
in Eng 2100,2150, 2800, 2850 and
other courses for which these are
prerequistes. For appt. call 387-
1410 or go to the 18th St. bldg, rm
1804
in an interview with the New
York Times.
The changes have been a
crushing of hope for Baruch stu-
dents like Yousef, who came to
this country on a non-student
visa, and for others like him.
Finding that thehigher edu-
cation system is inadequate in
his native country of
Bangladesh, Yousef applied for
a student visa in 1990. He was
repeatedly turned down and fi-
nally came here on a travel visa
in 1995.
He changed his status to a
student visa while studying at
Baruch but he is afraid to visit
his family back home because
he may not be able to come
back.
"Maybe they [Immigration
and N aturaliza ion Service] can
deny me.: .~ "n't want to
listen to anyt :"1'ie said.
To finance his education and
his living expenses, he works
twelve to fifteen hour days
when he doesn't have class and
seven to eight hours when he
does. He is a full-time student
- a requirement of having a stu-
dent visa. Occasionally, he
takes a day off from work to
study for a test. Although he
feels that his employer takes
advantage of him, making him
do various extra tasks such as
moving a lot of heavy objects, he
is content to stay there.
"At least they give me a
chance to study," he said.
He hopes to stay in America
and become a legal resident.
"I love this country. That's




Face Changes in Policy
FREE Measles, Mumps &
Rubella Immunization on Nov.
11 from 12-Bpm at 360 PAS,
room 1542 .
Art Carved College Ring
Sale will be held at 151 E. 25th
St. lobby,Oct. 28th thru 30th.,
from 11:30am-7:45pm. .
The Filipino-American Club
will be having a Movie Day on
Oct. 30th, at 17 Lex. Ave., room
309, from 12-2pm.
The US Marines will be recruit-
ingon Oct. 30th from 10am-3pm
at 151 E. 25th St. lobby
The School of Liberal Arts & Sci-
ences will hold its Annual Open
House for SLAS students on Nov.
13, 1:15-2:3Opm, 3rdflAdministra-
tive Lounge, 135 E. 22nd St. En-
tertainment by the Baruch Chorus.
Refreshments will be served.
continued from page 2
Baruch from foreign countries
a ct'u a l ly show up at school.
Many of the rest that come into
to the United States on student
visas "disappear at the airport,"
according to Goldberg. Under
the new system, their entry to
the U.S. would not be valid un-
til they come and register at the
school. '
According to Go l dberg ,
schools in southern states like
Georgia have the tracking sys-
tem in place already. If an in-
ternational student from Geor-
gia transfers to Baruch, there
will be a problem because we do
not have any system of main-
taining surveillance.
"The government has to find
a way to get the whole country
to comply quickly. What's the
:: f:lmputers and e:a...:
e~s.:~o_ p up withthe ,
--. - k'~" ... .as e'u'''--~'' ' .,
As of now, the ISO does not
know whether the measure is
retroactive or if it will only af-
fect new students.
Those here legally will not be
affected in any other way. They
still have the avenue of becom-
ing permanent residents by get-
ting a job after they graduate
and having a company sponsor
them as skilled workers.
The changes in the laws were
meant to discourage illegal irn-
. migration and to be fair to those
using legal means to come to
America.
"It [Section 245 (D] should
never have been implemented
to begin with. It's an insult to
all the people who have been
waiting in their countries for a
visa to come to the United
States at the appropriate time.
It rewards illegal immigrants
for their illegal behavior," said
Representative Lamar Smith,
....-----
, '.~.-..... ':--.' . .
.. ' .,-. ':':'.-..
7
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continued from page 3
Morris employee and Steven
Schnaars, former chairman of
the marketing department.
Baruch College: and -Philip
Morris have developed a very
strong relationship in the past
two years. "There have been
great incentives from Philip
Morris to our students," said
Schnaars.
Philip Morris representa-
tives regularly come to Baruch
to speak at various occasions
and events. "The students have
the opportunity to meet with
these representatives who can
help them gain a perspective of
the opportunities out there, in
the real world," Said S.chnaars.
Besides. the scholarship,
Philip Morris also offers to
Baruch students internship
programs and other career op-
portunities.
"It is an excellent opportu-
nity for our students and we
hope that more students will be




The Black and Hispanlc Studies Department
@ Baruch College
AYA
present: "Pa'lante Siempre Pa'lante"
a documentary film of the N.Y. chapter of the (YLO)
Young Lords Organization
Speakers
Founding Young Lord and Professor Mickey Melendez
&
Professor Dr. David Traverzo
La Unldad Latina, Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, Inc.
that there should be one fixed
fee, three had no opinion and
two opposed raising the fee for
evening students.
"I do agree that if there is
one student government, things
might be run more efficiently,"
said Ilan Peress, DSSG Presi-
dent, who declined to take an
official position at this time.
The two who were neither
evening nor day session stu-
dents were evenly divided in
their opinions.
There is one college. There
should be one student govern-
ment.. There should be one fixed
fee," said Hasnayen Chowdhery,
a day session student,
Date: Thursday, November 13, 1997
Time: During Club Hours (12-4pm)
Location: 26st B~dg-_ 360 Park-Room 1436








Having two governments has
also compounded the problems
caused by the lack of interest
among the student body con-
cerning campus affairs.
Both governments fail to fill
the number of student council
seats. In addition, faculty com-
mittees make positions for both
day session and evening session
students.
"There is likely to be a void
in student representation," said
Dean Aaron.
Also, ESSA has not had an
election in over ten years be-
cause they did not have the can ....---~------- ...-i_~ ...
didates to compete Jar the.pos· ., ..
tions, which come with sti·
pends. The "elections" wer .
done in-house by ESSA staff.
A survey of twenty-one stu
dents - ten day session, nin
evening session and two wh
said they were neither - con
ducted by the Ticker, indicate
that the changes in student ac
tivity fee is the hottest topic fo
students. In general, the
showed Iittle concern if not an
noyance for the problems asso
ciated with the current organi
zation of government.
Of the nine evening sessio
students surveyed, four sup
ported unifying the govern
ment, three had no opinion, an
two opposed it. All nine how
ever, said that their fees shoul
not go up.
"In the interest of unity
think it would be a good idea
as long as the fee doesn't go up,'
said Yvonne Stephenson, a
evening session student.
Of the ten day session stu
dents surveyed, five supporte
uniting the governments, thre
had no opinion and two oppose
it. On the issue of fees, five fel
205 East 42nd St.
New York




CIEE: Council on International Educational Exchange
United Governments
6
continued from front page
ignored and their activity fees,
which currently go to ESSA, would
be used to subsidize the events of
day students.
"How many evening students
did you see at the Club Fair?" he
asked.
The current system ofcharging
less for evening students was set
up decades ago, according to
Ronald M. Aaron, the Associate
Dean of Students. At the time,
evening session students were a
separate part of the student body,
in the sense that they could not
become matriculated.
"Quite a few years ago, the
Board of Trustees said that ifyou
were an undergraduate matricu-
lated student, evening session or
day session is a non-entity," said
Aaron.
This made it possible for today's
"1 do agree that if there is one student govern-
ment, things might be run more efficiently."
Write For Ticker News!
situation: an undergraduate
student body which hold jobs -
either to finance a part of their
continually rising tuition or to
gain work experience - and the
enrollment of the skyrocketing
number of adult students seek-
ing a degree in the evening.
"Eighty to eighty-five per
cent of the student body works.
Day and evening, it doesn't mat-
ter. They face the same chal-
lenges and difficulties," said
Carl E. Aylman, Director of Stu-
dent Life.
While all this was happen-
ing, Baruch maintained the old
fee and government structure
because it can only be changed
by the student body.
According to Aaron, this has
created a situation where the
few evening session clubs get
generous funding while the
many day session clubs have to




NIKE Makes Initiatives For
Better Working Conditions
In Southeast Asian Factories
By Hung Tran
TICKER !lUSINESS OCTOBER 29, 1997
KPMG and Ernst & Young re-
Hughes Electronic Corp.
chairman C. Michael Armstrong
was recently. named as. chair-
man of AT&T. Armstrong's ap-
point·nient as chairman and
CEO is to be effective Nov. 1,
the company said..
LANCAST (TM) of Nashua,
New Hampshire, has been
named as one of the fastest
growing companies in the coun-
try by Inc. magazine in their
annual ranking of the Inc. 500,
the comprehensive guide to the
fastest-growing private compa-
nies. The Inc. 500 is an exclu-
sive report on innovative com-
panies and CEOs in American
business. LANCAST(TM), Inc.
is a privately held, self-funded
provider of an entire line of ad-
vanced LAN solutions with a
focus in Ethernet and Fast
Ethernet topologies.
~n' to. create the biggest ac-
........z"o_consulting firm in
Two American mar'et econo-
mists, Robert Merton of
Harvard University and Myron
Scholes of Stanford University,
recently won the 1997 Nobel
Prize for Economics, for devis-
ing a formula to value stock op-
tions. This formula has contrib-
uted io the successrif the
world's derivatives markets in
.the past. decade.
In what is dubbed "the most ex-
ensive cash corporate takeover
. history", Mel Communications
Apple Computer Inc. reported
bigger-than-expected fourth
uarter loss of $161 million, or
1.. 26 a share. Revenues and
ross margins for the fourth
uarter suffered a 30 percent and
20 percent drop respectively
rom the previous year's fourth
uarter.
Media and entertainment giant
i me Warner .Inc. reponed a
maIler loss for the third quarter
f $35 million, or 20 cents a share,
.n revenue of $3.23 billion in the
uarter. A year earlier it lost $91
illion, or 42 cents a share, on
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TICKER EDITORIAL OCTOBER 29, 19978
The CUNY Board of Trustees has sat by idl~ failing
to appoint an Inter-im Chancellor, resulting in the
loss of a possible candidate, Edmurid Volpe, fonner
president of College of Staten Island.
Bureaucratic Bully Board
This lack of leadership by the board, who publicly
Irurnifiatod former chancellor, W. Ann Reynolds, is
unacceptable. At tfme "When CUNY needs strong
leadership, the Board Bullies need to get their act
together.
Leaderless since September' 15, the CUNY Board of
Trustees rnet last night and did not discuss the
chancellor position. This prolllpted Volpe, who was
told last morrth his appotntrnent "Was r'ecommerrded
last morrth, to wftfrdr'aw,
It is obvious by Volpe's action that Ohafrwomarr
Anne Paolucci was all talk last year, w-hen she
publicly pz-ocfairned that the system w-ould be
r-evampod.
Once again the students and the CUNY system. "Will
fall victiIn to bureaucracy and individual's personal
political gains. CUNY needs a leader "With students
and faculty interests in mrnd, it does not a Board
"Whose only purpose is to make a Dante for
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Jones, a leader of Soul Survivors, her fellow students showed any communities. They spend 4-5
said that, "People of color in this' political awareness. "In myoid years in these schools and they
city feel most of the victimization school, we were active with the become isolated from community
On Wednesday October 22nd, ofpolice brutality. That is why we protest for the ethnic studies de- problems." _
Baruch students wore black cloth- wore black clothing today." partments. I did not think that He feels that it is not their fault
ing to display their stance against Baruch had any political aware- because many of the most progres-
police brutality. This was part of ness. I thought people only cared sive campus leaders forget that
a national campaign against police about going to class and playing community issues are relevant and
brutality that held a rally at City "People ofcolor in this cards." they only focus on administration
Hall. It was billed the "2nd An- city feel most of the issues. "This is notdifficult to do",
nual National Day of Protest to - - - - f '1- says Rory Dunn, a former Baruch
Stop Police Brutality." This effort vtctdmiaataon 0 po Ice student leader: "Many students
was organized by the October 22 brutality. That is why " ...1 did not think that spend most of their days' on cam-
Coalition Against Police Brutality, we wore black cloth- Baruch had any politi- . pus and at work. They only go to
the National Lawyers Guild and'. . ..." ':. cala.,wareness.. I their coInJ11~itiesto get sleep be-
the Anthony Baez Foundation. - Ing today. '. '. .., .' . fore they'have to go back to·school.
S · F' tie .' ~ ..~-_ ..- ..tho~ghi.P-e-OJ)l..e-o.nly~-~ThevdoD.'t~e.le9DReGtedt9tAe is---·-Jlutty." _~_y_s. ..n.._a.n .Qrgan ) zer.._o~_....___.:...._ 7
this event, said, "The epidemieof -.... ..- -.. caredabouegotng to' - sues-iha~·.ar: connectedtozheir
police brutality in the United Many students wore black cloth- I d I· commumtles.·
States is very big. It is looked at ing in the student center and C ass an paying Lorinda Pamintuan, a new mem-
internationally." around the school. Some students cards." her of Soul Survivors and also a
At Baruch this Wednesday, a wore black clothing that day by co- member of the Committee Against
number of students, mostly from incidence and became aware of the Anti-Asian Violence (CAAAV), felt
the student center, wore black significance of that day's political When asked why Baruch stu- inspired by the day's events. 'CIt
clothing in support of this national issue. Flyers were posted around dents did not have a group go to- was good that people came out to
day of protest. The "WEAR the school, but they were seen getherto City Hall, Orlando Green, the rally at City Hall that day.
BLAC~' initiative was called by more in the 360 Park Avenue South a leader in DOA responded, "Be- Baruch could have done more for
the Descendants Of Afrika, a coa- Bldg. cause we did not have things as this issue although it was very
lition of clubs comprised mostly of This was a statement to send to organized as it should have been. positive. I would like to see more
minority students. Several stu- other students. Vicki Richards, a This is largely because it is diffi- Asians involved with this issue
dents from DOA feel that police transfer student from Columbia cult to get CUNY students to come next year. Many Asians feel police
brutality is a major issue for youth University did not know that po- out to rallies nowadays. Many stu- harassement also."
in New York because they see and lice brutality was a problem in this dents are disencouraged by the For anyone seeking info on po-
feel harassment daily. Raimy city and was impressed to see that failures of the past budget cut lice brutality, contact the Oct. 22
struggles. Apathy is·a very pow- Coalition at (212)822-8596 or FIST
erful enemy right now."DOA at (212)462-9106.
hopes to bring this political aware-
nessback gradually by working on
the development of the clubs..
, DOA isa coalition made up of the
Wes! Indian Cultural Club, Soul
Survivors, Haitian'Cultural Soci-
ety, Phi Beta Sigma, Caribbean
Students Assoc., Multi-cultural
Assoc., Table Tennis Club and
":.' otherj)~ ofcolor:clUbS;~~~
".. . .'participate in community and cam-
.~' ". ,~;.~~. ~.u.&·prO~~ t~.1!~velo~~~·Y9utli
leaders. They send-people to work
~-~-'-in~thecom~mitiwjth.leedingpro-
.. ~ .grams arid'~nie'of their members
have volunteered' to do cop'
:watches, . _ .-' ' ::-
'. ,... Carlton-Melen~ez;·from~th.e.~.-.,:.~-~ .'thotty;B~i"FOuridanon,': '-lelt: that -:
~·.,..,il. WJlS. gOOd_that· CUNY~students)"c·~
. ~:·,:.7·got lrivofv~~ ~th~this "c6'm~trmtt ::'> .
..~ ::.: ~<~~:-" ._-.;.~~~~·;~i~t:~H~:~~tality.
~:S:: ,~, .:·~·.,~"ManY:oonege8"tUaentslend to for-~













Sit in on actual negotiations
Watch the deals being made
Inspect office space
Meet with a customer
Learn about building sales
Property management
..,. ~..
Featuring lunch and discussion:
12:30'-2:00 .st.ThePJincBton Club
..15·:Wesi:14~'!'~·· .svc
.' : .. ".. .. :~... ". ".; "~~."~(':~ -,;.~:~~~::..:.;.~" v . ,:. .' ...~ .,...,'
,"')." . #{. '" .'.~ :.l
.... ........ ;...
A special, single-day program designed to
help you learn about a variety of
career opportunities in the real estate industry
Accompany a seasoned real estate professional
throughout a typical work day, and enjoy a luncheon
discussion with all the other participants and mentors.
.",".-" ~ -.r.."'-
"'"' l'... .:.~. '-
.-:"... "
.: :-:' ;~
Spend a/I day on a one-to-one basis with a major broker, manager




S~p by ·th~'_Tic~er'Of~ .
flee if you· want· to sub-
mit info,on. yourclqb! ...
The Multj:..CuItural Association is a day
session club that focuses on bringing people
of different religions and cultures together.
We try to bring an awareness of different
ideas that are in the world today to help build
a future that eliminates the hatred that ex-
ist. During theyear, we hold different func-
tions to help further the idea that there is
more than one way to view the world today:
We are a club where you can come and relax,
enjoy yourself, and feel like you're a part of a
family. We welcome· anyone'and everyone
who is interested in a new and enjoyable ex-,
perience. We are located in the 360 PAS
building on the 14tIJ,"floor, Rm 1417. Come
and be apart of the:·Multi-Cultural experi-
ence.
CARIBBEAN STUDENTS ASSOC.
The CARIBBEAN STUDENTS ASSO-
CIATION promotes polrtical and cultural
awareness among all Caribbean students,
with the hope that awareness will engen-
der political and eeenomic unity, progress
and development in-the Caribbean. This
club sponsors foodJestivals and cultural
events at the College. .
_. DESCENDANTS OF AFRIKA
DOA is a cOllective ofstudent organiza-
tions at Baruch~ege'that focus 'on com-
.mumty and campUS issues. We are People of
COlor who work on universal' issues concern-
. iIlg.~<? ~~!!'~D!ty.. ,W~ enc:o~pa8S ..WIC~,
·SOul SUrViVorS, HiUtiim CUltural Society, Phi
Beta Sigma,-MuIt..adtUral Assoc" and etc.
WeparticiP!ted iIi the Natioilal Day Against
Police Brut&lity·andwe plan to involve stu-
thmtS incODlJDunity'~c&mp~issues. You
ean join DOA ·byjoiniilg'ai1d~uildingthe
elube that are -under. ibis 'Drighty umbrella..
'For mOre mrorriUltio~·please·· eon~ct uyof··
the above clubsoreaIl (212)462-9106·V.mail
. ............... ~.. ~ .
GAMMA pm~··RHOSORORITY
Do you know that. there is a sorority at
Baruch? A sororityis a group of individu-
als that over time becomes a family. Our
sorozity is very diverse as well as unique.
Our motto is "Breaking all barriers" be-
cause we are not the typical sorority. If
. you want to become part of our happy
little family, come check us out at room
. 2056 at PAS dur-ing Club Hours. Gamma
Phi Rho Sor...ority Rush Meetings were




Puerto Rbns for Involvement,
DevelopJilent &.EnJigbteDmeDt
We arean evergrowing happyfami1y, where
you can meet people that are not jUstPUerto Rican
but, ofother nationalities. We're a place where you
can feel welcome,· where everyone looks out for ev-
eryone else. We'll help you outwith school, friends,
and.mmilyprob1em s.· We are a place to go to ona
. rainy day to talk, laugh, and relax from schOol and
fumilystres& We throwparties, watch movies,learn
new things-about other people's cultures'~ding
"ourown, We meet- in the 26th Street building in
Room 1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and
1hursday's-during club hours.
HAITIAN CULTURAL SOCIETY
Hello, out there ! Did you know there was a
Haitian Club at.Baruch r! We at the Haitian Cul-,
tural Society are dedicated to preserving, explor-
ing and celebrating our beautiful Haitian Cul-
ture. Come and be a part of our wonderful Hai-
tian fanri 1: y • It's never too late to join!!!! Our club
room is located in room 1416 in 360 PAS. Our
general meetings are held in the 2015 in 360 PAS.
Remember C'est L"Union Fait La Force
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SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT (SBRM)'
The SOCIETY ·FOR·HOMAN·RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT encourages its members to
develop-an underst&ndingofthe rapidly ~}i"8ngin~
field of Human .Resource·Management· (HRM)
through interaetioJi with 'HR pIrofessional~'and
exposure to information" on' developments in:.
HRM.The Soeietyalso miges itS Jjlembers. toget
. involved· in activities that- improve Baruch,




WEST INDIAN CULTURAL CLUB
.
We atASEDOM are acu1turallybased
organjzation. We believe in·preservingour
heritage while exposingotherethnic groups
to the historic background and customs of .
our Caribbean life.. We~-areinterestedin
meeting new people who are serious and
dedicated to changing the Latino image to
a more positive one while having tons 'of
fun doing it.
Ifyou would like to find out more, drop
by room 1412 of the 360 PAS building and
drop a note in the ASEDOM mailbox.
Leave your name and a telephone'number
where you can be reached.
WBMB-BARUCH COLLEGE RADIO
590 AM
The recently renovated WBMB, Baruch
College Radio, is the student-run radio station.
WBMB trains members in all facets of radio,
includingbroadcasting,
engineering,production, programming and
other areas .of' the radio industry. WBMB
serves' the Baruch communityby announcing
activities and news concerning students,
fac1ilty and the college. The radio station is
located in Room 1457 of the student center.
·,BJIjI,EL·,· ~. - - •. .. . .:. --
_. HIT,J,EL isdifferent from the "typical" Hjl1el at .
a residential.C$IIlptlS wheie Hillel proVides- t.he~ -,.
basis for·campus Jewish community. It provides
programs and resource materials on issues and
occasions- of JeWisIr interest. It is an
orgIJnizationtbat.appeals to the. interest of any
~-repftlleeaoEhislherdegteeulm9wledge·.-
orcommitmei¢.~Jewish·.topicse- It .welcomes
~disagfeement as much as agreement.
. .' ·-Bille1·Wi1faec_·~oiitbW1sman·for'aby·studentor
. ALPHAPHI.~ELTAfacUl~.m_emher".faced~,.anti-semitism~or
. ..J:_....:..:...:__.:...._. c .......,. Hill1-theJewish
. ··~~~_?Hr·,~LT~··i8~'a'·frat~tn~1 ~~. ~~:~~~~d,Hille1 .
orga,~~tiOn.who~e·p~ .~, t.o.~.ln. -anSWers.tb8:c8n-forcommunity at Baruch.
fratemalbOnd college menlwomenof'Iood,. . -. .'.
~ ·andto stimulate gOod scholanlhip ,.. ' .. '. ...
~d·~gOod;feHowship,·:lOyalty·- w·one·s··alma .'-. .. ..~. -, .-...
mater and service to the ·community and
. - :" -' '. . . -.
humanity.
This is a club which was formed in 1974
to promote West Indian culture, not only
at Baruch College, but on the North
American continent. Our club consists of
mulri-talented students not only from the
various West Indian islands but from'
other parts of the globe. However,. our SOUL SURVIVORS
common goal remains:. to promote the Hail the HODorable Marcus Garvey!· The
West Indian culture and to bridge the gap SOUL SURVIVORS'lrim to produce acu1ture-een- JEWISH STUDENTS ALLIANCE
that exists between other cultures and our tered~ aDl?ng students ofcolor ~d to question The JEWISH STUDENTS ALLIANCE of
o~n..!Vepresent. to the Baruch com~u- . our.~ti~.lJl.pte.wo~ld ~ .areq~m~~..~:- ~Baruch Cc)Jlege-e~p~,and develop
:~~iu~~~~r~~;~~;i:~:~~~~~!::;.a;···=~~~~td~=
speakers fashiori·sh·ows· ·crance of the· tDelaeasOCtDeupperclasS. weencourageStUden1s It also keeps studenti; abreast of all Jewish
various i~lands, arts and' crafts exhibi- ~~aninterestin~~tional,andworld news, happenings and events.
tions. All are welco-me to participate. ISSUes and events pertaining to themselves: .~e
SOUL SURVIVORS promote off campusactivities
with grassroots organizations, i.e. feeding programs,
conferences, rallies, cop watches, poetry readings
and etc. This year we are working on a Book Drive
for prisoners, the annual Heather Toussaint stu-
dent scholarship and educating students on budget
cuts and police brutality.
The·ASIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION··.is
involved. in many areas of student life on
,eantpus. OUr -main .goal istocpmmote--Asian···.
Awareness at Baruch College. We offer social .
activities.such .as trips~.films, -parties&nd: .
various· gatheriDgson and off·campus to help
Baruch students get a better understanding of .
Asian Cultures. So, ilymi· are interested in
sharing your· ASian Pride or if you are just.
interested in-finding-outmore··aboutAsiaD· J
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Dear GirlTaIk, Boy Talk,
Myex-girlfriend and I were together
for a year-and-halfand I am still very .
much in love with her. I'm trying to
get back with her, but she claims that
I don't loveher despite me telling her .
constantly. All I get is coldstares and
get accused of being a liar. I can be
pushy at times but I mean well.. She
also believes I'm talking ill ofher but
it's just that I have friends that jump
to conclusions and exaggerate, which
. in turn conveys the wrong message to
her. I'm tryingto move on but no one
else captivates me the wayshe does. I
still love her so what should I do?
- Hurt, Confused and Trying to
recover
Girl Talk says to Hurt, Confused
and Trying to Recover:
Youwouldn't happen to be the ex-boy-
friend ofWhat To Do? I think you
should stop pursuing this loveless re-
lationship. It's very obvious that your
ex-girlfriend has moved on and sev-
ered any remaining emotional ties to
you. You are just deluding yourself
bybelievingthat she isstill in love with
you. It always hurts to break up with
someone you lovebut by lyingtoyour-
self does not help the situation. You
should sit down with her andsortout
this misunderstanding. Have her tell
you the truth in your face, which is
she does not loveyou anymore. After-
wards, go home, drown your sorrow
in a bottle of 'Iequilla.andcrawlinto
bed. When you wake up in the mom-
ing you'll feel much better.
Boy Talk says to Hurt, Confused
and trying to recover: You have a
common problem. Women can be a
bit crazy at times, but unfortunately
we've got to learn to deal with them. I
think you're problem here is that your
ex wants you to win her over by prov-
ing your undying love and alliance to
her. Women want to feel desired,
mind, body and soul. It's not good
enough forus guys to say to them that
we love them. They want us to put it
in sky-writing, on the diamond-vision
screen of Madison Square Garden
during half-time of the Knicks-Bulls
game, or announce it on the nightly
newscast. However, I do not suggest
those methods. I recommend justgiv-
ing the both ofyou some time to your-
selves. Stop pursuing things andjust
let things blow over. In time, the two
of you can work things out later, pro-
vided either of you.don't eventually
moveon andare meant for eachother.
Besides, nothing drives women more
towards a guy than a guy that pays
them no mind, Just give it some time,
I can't guarantee you that you'll get
back together but Lean promise you
that you two will be on better terms.
Ifit's any consolation, you have thedis-
, tinct honor ofhaving the longest name
ever on Boy Talk, Girl Talk
BoyTalksays toWhatToDo: You
answered your own question. You
seem to want an excuse to get back
togetherwith him. Ifhe's actuallycon-
sidering another person, I don't even
know why you're even giving this a
second thought. I just hope you're not
one of those womenthat like to be in
badrelationships. The guy isobviously
a loser but you didn't need me to tell
you that. If you're still unsure, just
read your letter again.
Girl Talk says to What To Do:
Next time your ex shows any interest
in getting back with you, tell him to go
screw himself. Tell him you've moved
on and he is no longer a part of your
life and ifhe continues to bother you;
tellhim youwill"permanentlyremove"
him from your life.
:.'.'. .•.~~.•.".'.~~~.<,:.•*•."~
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people youdon'tltnow as wellso
therewill·,Den():;strings·atta~hed•.
Guest..';calk:says ... to,.,Tor:l1.,;oBe!!'








theless, no matter your decision,
you willstill have the guy and you
can 'get another woman who is
freaky like that ifyou want.How-
ever, there is one thing you should
know. Your ex is obviously not in
love with you, but, the girl is be-
cause she got angry when she
heard about the boyfriend return-
ing.So it really is a choice between
love or sex. Your choice.
Dear Boy Talk, GirlT~
My ex-boyfriendsays he misses me
and wants me back but at the same
time he wants to ask another female
out. He is also running around telling
people what an evil bitch I am for
breakingup with him. I donot want a
relationship with him again. I'm con-
tent being friends. What do I do?
-What To Do?
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Girl Talk says to Sad and Con-
fused: I'm actually going to be sen-
sitive about this. First ofall, you
should tell your male friend that
you're pregnant. If he is such a
great friend he will take the re-
sponsibility. Have you thought
about what you are going to do if
you are pregnant? It's a tough de-
cision to make but ifyou can't raise
a child on your own don't expect
that anyone else will do it for you.
I suggest you give Planned Parent-
hood a 'call and decide whether you
want to terminate the pregnancy,
keep the child, or put it up for adop-
tion. As for you and your male
friend, you guys are better off as
friends than lovers. So after you
sort this problem out, stay friends
but no more hanky panky. Future
Advice: Use contraception!!!
Boy Talk says to Sad and Con-
fused: Hmm...what exactly is your
problem here? Is your main con-
cern the baby (which I hope it is)
or is it the guy? Let me get this
straight...the guy is now interested
in getting back with his ex and
other women at the same time.. .
Forget him, he's now another
person's problem now. As for you,
before you get too heavily involved
with this new guy, you should take
care of your potential baby. Like
Girl Talk suggested, go seek some
help, I can't..give you advice on
what to doifyou happen to be preg-
nant. It's really your choice based
on your beliefs but I hope you make
the right one. As for the entire ex-
perience with this guy, take it as a
hard-learned lesson in life so you
can be wiser next time around.
Question of the Fortnillht
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I'm a female and in a relationship
with another female. I'm not sure
whether or not I'm a lesbian. My
problem is my ex-boyfriend
dropped by myapartment the other
day andwe kind of "rekindletf' old
feelings. My girlfriend found out
and was very angry. She gave me
an ultimatum.choose her or him.
Meanwhile, my exis interested in
a threesome. No doubt about it I'd
like to try but I get the feeling that
my girlfriend would not like it. I
don't know what or who I want.
What should I do?
-Torn Between Lovers
* Since your question relates to a
problem involving three people, we
will have a "threesome" ofour own
to assist you.
Girl Talk says to Tom.Between
Lovers: First and foremoSt yo,:!
should call The Ricki lake Show and
bOOk an,episode with her titled: 'Tm
A Confused Lesbian, I Don't Know
WhetherIWaritAPenis·OrAVagina."
Well, cheatingis' cheating no matter
who you doit with so you just better
cut that crap out. But theleis an al-
temativetoa three-some.ADyoubave
to do is ask your girlfriend 'to go
throUgD.-a sex~:oPeration to
change her vagina into a penis but
makesureshekeeps herbreasts. This
- Unsure
Boy Talk, Girl Talk is an ad-
vice column that tries to shed
light on all aspects of life. We
try to give views on both the
male and female perspective,
since they-tend to differ. We are
not experts in this, but we can
all use some advice at one point
or another. So feel free to sub-
mit questions to us. We will do
our best to give you answers.
Boy Talk says to Unsure: Yes,
you should definitely ask him about
what Isgcing on between the two
of you. However, it seems like he's
giving you the casual brush-off.
He's treating you like a friend be-
cause he's no longer interested in
you as a girlfriend so this is a way
of letting you down easy. Guys do
this because they think it's less
painful but I've learned that this
isn't the best method. In fact, it
makes the girl more confused and
pissed. The guy should just be a
man about it and tell you up front.
I advise you to find out straight
from him and if I happen to be
right, then just move on. Do not
make the mistake of taking it one
day at a time because we fellas will
drag it on, one day at a time.
Girl Talk says to Unsure: Did
you have sex with him yet? If you
haven't that might be the problem.
If you already had sex with him
then I suggest you ask him what
his problem is. Ifhe still refuses to
give you an answer, dump him and
move on to another man!
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
I'm in a relationship with a
guy who is a year-and-a,-half
younger than me. Everything
is good so far but for some
. strange reason, I feel as though
~~ he is not interested in me as he
was before we started talking.
I was the one who approached
him; even though we both knew
we had a liking to each other. I
don't know, maybe I'm just
imagining things but I feel more
like a friend than a girlfriend.
Should I ask him how he feels
or should I just take it one day
at a time and wait to see what
happens.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
For several years I have been re-
ally good.friends with one of my
male friends. Recently, we each
broke up from a long-term relation-
ship. The last time we comforted
each other we sort of engaged in
''hot relations." Now I think I'm
pregnant. The problem is that he
is still has feelings for his ex and is
currently pursuing another girl. I
am also dating someone else. Nei-
ther one of them know my condi-
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HAPPY HALLOWEEN!..
y p S A MW eM I PWA
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A P A R T A B V M R T N S J B E V·O I P F N K C M V L A U
T C K C M J L P U E K 0 T A P ., P R L J G K J Y K R , T C-
E B 1 E Z K H E T P N C P V M N W Z N U E M P A T B C H H F
Y U H U Y C 0 B Y A H , E P S H A C R·Y Q T S Y L E B A U M
M A L P K P E L P R EW T N 0 T E L E K S G E V T 0 U P L J
I Z X T V Z C T A I M N B 1 M K H I Y K U F A P K N C R T B U
H N E V A R I J B N K N P G N A U V N M 0 L M Q T V M A I QW
S G U T E G H E V W T I E H 0 G 0 C Z H M N G E P E N P G M E
C T C M 0 KW B T U T E U X J B L R A J E U 0 NW F A N G S C
E B 1 G R R T I 0 G A T R C A H LW P o G H M A T N 1 S U H 1
L 0 T R E C U G E P C S , N ZW P I J L 0 T U N B V P E B o A
A G P 0 1 H 0 C V A T N T K G A U P N U E Y 1 C E A C W L P T
C y I Z J P V Z r J I E P 0 I C T H S I M T T A 0 M N I X R M
W P M A Y B S M L V R K I W P A R E A W R I L B T P V H T I A
S B 0 I W T K Y C T A N T J E B U K H C A N 0 Y S I A 0 C U 0
T Z H T S 0 H G I M A B M Q R P I Y G B o W .1 N R P Y A B
M A L P FW I C P T R I A C M E F C A I Y Q G J E X V M Z
V K C A V 0 F A V F J Y V E NWQV M H 0 E 0 N P E T
W 0 H M Z T M B Y G U M 1 0 C U 0 F Y E V M GW U I S
F V M 0 N S T E R ··K.B E F I R E L A 0 Q B A T M T
T P I U R E I R M P A' Z W A H 0 F G P 0 T E B
0 J A 0 K T 0 G 0 R y U T R W T U E H U G
y B C M Z E I T D 0-0 L B E KA FWA
H A E IWUA C Z e G CA KI H Z
1. blackcat -- .'.. -9;.... . _. Frankenstein·---.' .._- .-...0 ___ .'_ N' ~1. .1=AOI=ISt8r------.-.. ---...-.-..- ..~.... . ·Z5:······· livfng'ae'acf.
2. bat io, ghost· 18... -mummy· 26. vampire
3. candy 11 . goblin 19. orange 27. werewolf
4. candy corn 12. haunted house 20. pumpkin 28. witch
s. costume 13. jack-o-Iantern 21. raven 29. zombie
6. devil 14. make-up 22. skeleton
7. fake blood 15. mask 23. spider web
8. fangs 16. midnight 24. spirits
Answer to last issue's Cross-
word uzzle.
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SEME.STER.
& SUMMER
SEE THE WORLD FROMA NEW PERSPECTIVE
Study abroad can. be a life-changing experience.
Learn a new lang uage, make international
friends, learn more about yourself and your own
culture, learn about your heritage and increase
your understanding of the world...all whlle earn-
ing CUNY college credit!
Semester programs in China, Ecuador, Greece,
and Italy
Summer programs in Denmark, Ecuador,




Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (GGIS)
The College of Staten Island/CUNY sponsoring
overseas programs for over 12 years
Financial AidAppliesI Scholarships Available
For more information, please contact:
The College of Staten Island
Center for International Service
North Administration 2A, Rm 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Staten Island, NY 10314
Te\ephone: (718) 982-2100
Fax: (718) 982-2108
MUEVETE! was the concept of
five women on the board of the
National Latinas Caucus. These
women were discussing the future
of the Puerto Rican youth in the
city. It addressed what was
happening in our neighborhoods
like the South Bronx, Washington
Heights, etc. How even within the
spectrum of the Latino community
was falling through the cracks of
the system. How even within the .C'
spectrum of the Latino community,
the Borinquenos had the worst,.
possible statistics. The idea of
having an "underground" forum for
combatting everything Puerto
Ricans face simply because they
are Boricua had been planted. It
was now to be carried out by the
mothers of the revolution.
The goal of MUEVETE! since its.
conception is to reach a point where
the Puerto Rican community is
committed to it's selfdetermination
by strengthening its youth through
education in our past for the benefit
of the future. They envision a
. community with knowledge and The founders ofMUEVETE march in the 1970'



















The College of Staten Island
City University of New York
STILL MOVING AFTER 5
14
By Lisette Nieves
and Daniel E. Mejia
The Latin American Student's
Organization has a banner in office
with their acronym, LASO and
their three primary goals sown into
it. These are Culture, Estudio y
Hermandad (Culture, Studies &
Brotherhood). Yet, in the effort to
preserve our past as a people for
the sake of our future, LASO is not
alone in this greatly diversified
city.
A movement is being glued
together by adamantly dedicated
volunteers from the rainbow that
is the Latino community. This is
spearheaded by the Puerto Rican
Association for Community Affairs.
PRACA, a non-profit foster care
agency that pairs Latino children
with Latino parents, it houses a
number of other non-profit
organizations. Among them
include, The National Latinas
Caucus, Latino Gay Men of New
York, WBAIf99.1: Latino Journal,
and MUEVETE!: the Boricua
Youth Conference and Latino
Youth Project.
overcome the sterotypes and
perceptions that others have of us,
and political activism on all levels
starting at the grassroots to
challenge all those in power' who
act as oppressors.
With this in mind, the women of
MUEVETEl created the first
conference. It was held on October
9, 1993 in PS 7 in EI Barrio in the
midst of Hispanic Heritage Month.
They were expecting a little over
200 students and over 400 showed
up. To this day, this is the pattern
synonymous with MUEVETE!.
The positive reaction to the first
conference served as a catayst to
continue MUEVETE! as an annual
event and thus came about
AWARENESS + UNITY =
ACTION.
This year, MUEVETE! will be
held at Rostos Community
College on Saturday, November
8. In light of the theme and the
history of the conference, the
workshops have been
categorized as "old skool" and
"new skool."
The organizers would like to
look into the future and 'see
youth influenced by this
conference the way they have
been in the past. Raheem "King
Stern" Soto, a member of the
Almighty Latin King & Queen
Nation (AMLKGN), was
motivated by his participation
in all the MUEVETE! conferences
to get his GED and is applying to
Fordham University.
MUEVETE! has been
recognized at the Inner City
Leadership Awards Ceremony
with the Model of Excellence
Award for its grassroots.
organizing in the community.
The ceremony has was hosted
by BMF Entertainment. The
Manhattan Borough President's
office has donated money and
continually supported our cause
of empowering Latino youth.
.....---------------------------------------..... MUEVETEl enlightens people
by promoting the preservation
S of culture, knowledge, andhistory through a unique means
of education. It is through
cultural exploration that our
participan ts focus their
energies and realize their
potential in the community.
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This pIOfJf'lNTI is made possible by
The &Jruch ColJege Fund.
A flyer for the upcoming concert at Barac
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err onzaez
An Exclusive Intervie-w with the bandleader of·the Fort A ache Band
By Edward Rodriguez JERR"· ~O·NZA·L'EZ ANDOn November 13, Jerry ..... " 'I. \.:I .. .. .. '. .
Gonzalez and the Fort Apac~e THE FORT APACHE BAND
Band, one of the greatest Latin '. ,. . ..... '. .
jazz bands ever, will come to
Baruch College's Mason Hall to
perform. Recently, I had the
chance to speak with Jerry
Gonzalez on the origins of Latin
jazz, the relationship between
between salsa and Latin jazz
and the musicality of hip hop... :
Edward Rodriguez: How long
have you been playing and what
instruments do you play?
Jerry Gonzalez: I play the
trumpet, flugelhorn and all the
conga drums. I'm 48 and I've
been playing for 30 years.
E.R.: Most college students,
Latino as well, don't know what
Latin jazz is...
. J.G.: '~ey'h~veri'tliste~ea·to~··.· ~J"'.~.GolI.n'lz»:Uumpet,.aucussion. .
.-~-·andConeh-'· .
any music. There's a lot of mu- Andy GonzaIez
t
Bass
sic that's played on the radio ,",ohn~saxophone
that used to be played when I ..Ioe Ford, Saxophone
was a kid but doesn't anymore. Steve Berrio~Drums
There's classic stuff once in a Larry Willis, Piano
while...When I grew up we had and
the S ym p h 0 ny Theate r, the Milton Cantona, Conga. Chekere. and Bata
Sugar show...
E.R.: Are Latin jazz's origins
new?
J .G.: Not really. It started in
the late '40s wi th Charlie
Parker and Mario Bauza,
Machito. It was fairly well es-
tablished at that time..As time
went by it got carried on by
Puente, Mongo Santamaria and
others. Most of the major ar-
rangers were from Latin bands.
E.R.: Latin jazz is often called
salsa without vocals. Do you
agree?
J.G.: No. That's just a commer-
cial term they use to speak of
our music. A marketing term.
Salsa is too general. It involves
a lot of different
cultures ... plena from Puerto
Rico, the bata drums from
Cuba, which come from Africa,
guaguanco, also. You can't just
speak of salsa.
With jazz, youeari't compare
all the:'".diffetent 'cultures and
perso~ialities t·h~t .are .impor-
tant to.:each:' music and their. ". ~ ...
expre.s.sion isruni.que.."Duke
Ell i nit<in;.· .Cna:rlesMingu s,
Dizzy Gillespie:;':lThere-are '·50 .
many] different expressions and
just to call it jazz is just another
generic term.
"There's only good music and
bad music." There's a lot of bad
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What else..L'OTS OF FOOD! ! !
AISN MIUIOUIt 5F m
THE BIBLE'S tmDEN CODESlie""*"y ...iJwItJ.·. *.
ACONVENIENT LOCATION
Our beautiful.35 acre Manhattan campus is easily
accessible by public transportation.
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Choose from programs in Architecture
Education! Engineering, Humanities, MU~ic,
SCIences and Social Sciences.
DEDICATED FACULTY
Learn ~om award-winning scholars, scientists,
engmeers, architects, authors and artists.
ATRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
City has produced eight Nobel Prize winners, and is
among the top ten schools nationally in the number ofgraduates
who have gone on to earn the Ph. D. degree.
AN AFFORDABLE TUITION
Graduate tuition for New York State residents is only $4 350 per, year.
••• 1O.us.*
......,...... nc ,,'............
'.S· _,._.-_ .. 'r••~l··..Q)I ~_*t
."'_1IibIe. La .... 1•••• g·.jr-'.~....
_.a'.,hiliD fee..d ....










noc know i5 thar
Jewish Student Alliance, Hillel
and KOACH
When..ThursdayNouember 13 at 12:45pm
where..Room 1888 in 368 Park Ruenue South
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Study abroad can be a life-changing experience.
Learn a new language, make international
friends, learn more about yourself and your own
culture, learn about your heritage and increase
your understanding of the world...all while earn-
ing CUNY college credit!
Semester programs in China, Ecuador, Greece,
and Italy
Summer programs in Denmark, Ecuador,
England, Greece, and Italy
SEE THE WORLD FROM A NEW PERSPECTIVE
For more infonnation, please contact:
The College of Staten Island
Center for International Service
North Administration 2A, 'Rm 206
2800 Victory Blvd., Staten Island, NY 10314
Telephone: (718) 982-2100
Fax: (718) 982-2108
Member of The College Consortium for
International Studies (CCIS)
The College of Staten IslandlCUNYsponsoring
overseas·programs for over 12years


























LOVE, DATIKG &: MARRIAGE
~ .E • '" • 1 • N • A • R
A Program of Aish HaTorah/Disco~;CIY
STRICTLY. PERSONAL
Intelligent~ Interesting, Worthwhile -
If you're a JM or JF who's in love, dating,
married or contemplating same, you'll
find the key to a meaningful and enduring
relationship here: at- the Love, Dating &
Marriage Seminar. A contemporary look
at the Jewish perspective of life's rosiest
and thorniest issues. Let's meet!
Je~ish Student Alliance
When..Thu.rsd.a:y Novem.ber 6 at 12:45p








-OPEN BAR available throughout the weekend in the hotel!
-2 breakfast and 2 dinner all-you-can-eat buffets!
-Snacks and_beverages available upon arrival!
'. .
. ·'-largeindoorheated POOL, SAUNA, large JACUZZI, PING-PONG, BILLIARDS, ELECTRONIC
. ;GAME ARCADE aJllocated insidethe HOUDOMEtropicaJ courtyard!. .
. -ltansfers to Snowmobiling, Horseback Riding, Bowling, Roller Skating; Snowboarding(rentals
ava.ilabl4 and outlet shopping atWoodbury CommonsshOpping Mall available! Additional fees
·~uired.
-:FREEskiequiPtrtent-renta :rSkishop in the hotel!
-EARLYdepa·rtures:~(f~kj·~reas dailyl Freetransfersl
._.:~ ..-a&'~f~jtfJ~,:of:'aJift-~.~. __.. __ ..
':~ _' ".-'. ~'~•.••. , .",~. ..: .. : • .-,:,... -...... -,I ',",~",." • -
""_."0 ~iwodjfferel1tliftfic:kit:~DisCountedtidcetsavailable!
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This trip is not sponsored by Baruch College.
. . .' .. . ~. ," .. . ..' ~ ..
i1
4 in-a-room:$19O-perperson
3in aroom: $205-per person
2in aroom: $215 per person .
200 participants in 1996, 320 participants in 1997, in 1998 go with the leader inWinter
Adventures! The; ENTIRE hotel is reserved for our group only sothis year the
experience will be even more exclusively spedallzed for yout Don't miss out on what's
sure to be'-H~vvinter event 0"= the year!
Stop by the P.R.I.D.E.lounge in the student center at360 PAS in room 1423 and
see JEFF, P.R.I.D.E. President, or leave him amessage.
Ask about our SOUTH BEACH and CANCUN Sprinq Break trips!
~.
Hurricane G's long awaited debut
is titled, All Woman, on H.O.L.A.
Recordings. More excerpts of this
interview can soon be read at
Da Sewa Side at http://
www.vibe.com/dasewaside.
Whoever wrote
it- that sh*t (The
SourceMagazine re-
view of Hurr-icane
G's new album, All
Woman) was mad
rude. I was really
hurt. I ain't even
gonna lie. I was
hurt.
E.R.: There is re-
ally a deep level of
ignorance of hip
hop from the fe-
male fan. How
does that contrib-





people. A lot of
Latinos, especially
girls, suffered a lot
of abuse, a lot of







tically no hope for
:you' in the .future.
-.' ·Vou think because
you got raped
when you was ten
years old you just
gonna have to con-
tinue f*cking who-




~ me and I'm just
.~ gonna f*ck y par
.~ carajo.' That's a
Pa r t of not under- -,~
; standing and not
=s healing from it. As
a result of not hav-
ing unity and be-
ing able to cope and deal with
these things. It's f*cked up and
now in today's world you need
money for everything resulting
in, 'Yo, I'm gonna do whatever I
gotta do.' It really has affected
women so much more because
women are emotional. I have
cousins who say, 'Yo soy una puta
sucia y par carajo and whoever
don't like it, f*ck you.' But I've
also seen them huddled up in the
corner of the bathroom crying
their f*cking ass away because
that sh*t hurts. They come to re-
ality when the high goes away.
When the high goes away, it's all
back to reality. And it's like,
'Oooh sh*t??!'
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like, 'It sounds personal.' Every just ain't for my fans. This sh*t is
f*cking rap album is personal]! for my family as well. They've been
That's what hip hop is! That's what there for me the whole time. This is
MCing is! It's either braggadocious the third album I write and record
or personal, either of the two. I ac- yet the onlyone that's been released.
tually was calm. I kept my coolon I see with my own eyes the differ-
this album because I could've said a ence that this music has impacted
lot of sh*t. I guess they're disap- on people. My little cousin - I'm
pointed because they expected that. like, 'No, man,' but they look at me
At the same time, I'm like, 'Yo, I grew and say, 'Yeah, b*tch, you know how
in a lot ofways and this is what the you used to get down. Now it's my
f*ckyou have to accept. Ifyou can't turn to go through it.' It is but I'm
accept it that's f*cked up! But then just here to let you know it doesn't
f*ck you!! I couldn't live that lifestyle have to be that way I went through
no more. I could write about it all it so if you respect that I went
day but I'm not living like that no through it respect the knowledge
more. I don't want to raise my that I have of it. That's why I'm 27
daughter to think it's okay for her years old now and still f*cking
to live like that. I mean my inten- stressing to get up outta here. I'm
tions and my dreams are to take her not saying everybody needs to go to
out of that but in the meantime I some ghetto but I went through a
have to keep it real and real to me is lot of sh*t and I choose to not con-
not teaching my daughter that cer- tinue to raise my daughter that wa)T.
tain ways that I went all out are I feel with hard work and dedication
what she has to go through. No way I could grow and give my family
I'm going to do that. With the mu- what I want to give them. It's just
sic, I feel for my fans if they were gonna take some time but I'm not
disappointed or whatever. This sh*t gonna stop there.
Hurricane G with Edward Rodriguez.
All Wo:man, All Real
18
By Edward Rodriguez
Women are very rarely recognized
in hip hop yet Hurricane G makes
herself recognized for several rea- .
sons. She is a mother raising a
daughter, a Puerto Rican trying' to
uplift her people, an Me with a
unique flow trying to uphold her in-
tegrity and a human beinghandling
the contradictions oflife. Hurricane
G is an extremely talented Me with
the potential for extreme improve-
ment. Below are several excerpts
from our discussion at her label,
H.G.L.A Recordings:
Edward Rodriguez: I really felt
some of the tracks didn't flow with
your rhymes. I also felt some ofthe
beats were weak-
Hurricane G: They changed a lot
of tracks.
E.R.: I've seen that.
B.G: [It wouldn't have helped]even
with management unless I would've HurricaneG
had a management that was gonna
beat 'em down his f*cking throat. I
don't think there was anythingthat
was gonna be done to change that.
Ijust had to make the most ofit and
go along with it.
E.R.: I heard the upbeat tracks and
you flowed easily. I believe Mes are
only as good as the track they're on.
B.G: But they' bounced· my lyrics-
and put them on other tracks. I
didn't hear all that sh*t until the day
it was mastered. When I heard it I
was like, 'What the f*ck is that?' and
I started flippin' and I was like 'Yo,
you gotta handle it.'
E.R.: Your album reminds me ofFat
Joe's first work where he did some
mistakes but he was real raw. You're
a Puerto Rican woman with an un-
orthodox flow. Do you exaggerate
your flow to be recognized?
H.G: I don't make a conscious ef-
fort to exaggerate it. I flow with the
beat and when the beat is not flowin'
with the lyrics it sounds exagger-
ated.
E.R.: What about the Source?
They've got beef. .
H.G: The editor seems to have a
problem with me. There's a lot of
male domination and manipulation
in the whole rappin' sh*t. You just
have to swallow it and believe in
yourself. As a woman, I've had to
do that. It's disappointed a few
people because they're like 'Yo, the
Hurricane G I knew would've went
to the Source Magazine and spit at
that muthaf*cka but that's not me
no more. No vivo asi no more. That
doesn't do nothing for me. To do
something for me is maybe my next
album. He told a lot of people be-
cause n*ggaz step up to him now.
N*ggaz was like, 'yo, what the f*cks
wrong with this n*gga?!' He's Puerto
Rican but his answer was that his
editor switched words around. His
editor made it sound like that. I
don't know the reality of it, what's
the real in that, whatever. I just
know that I was f*cking hurt. That
sh*t hurt me. That sh*t dissed the
song to my mother. Overall, he was
21
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Requiem ActIII
By: KinX@fan.net
THE Al(TlS,TIC SECTIONFQll BARUCH AjlTIaTS
Welcome to NYC's Sentrel Park. This is a place where hundreds of thousands of souls are buried most in part due to the Red Plague. During the war,
funeral plots became extremely unaffordable and expensive, so poor families buried their dead in this park. People ofall ages and nationality rest here. But in
the heart ofthis gloomless graveyard lies the haunted castle known as Belvedere Castle.
A new stranger makes his way into this desolate ruins ofa once great castle. As the floor creak like old bones, a mysterious sound emerges from the
centerofa dead room. TIC. TOe. TIC. TOe. At lightningspeed the strangerunsheatheshis sword and ready to do battle, only to be confrontedbyan old ticking
grandfather clock. But then all ofthe sudden, a blinding light shoots out from the face ofthe clock.
Welcome stranger. Please donot be alarmed, .plea.sestep through the renter ofthe clock and allwill be explained to you. The baffled stranger does so
without a word mily with a swordreadyin hand.
In a spontaneous flash, he is transported instantly into another a thousand times larger than the original space from within the grandfather clock.
Welcome stranger; I amAvalon, and this is myhome. You have been sent here due to the most gravest ofcircumstances. Please observe my holo-screen.
As the screen buzzed and blinked, the stranger's eyes widened in horror to what he saw..
"Brother, by the time you view this, I will have seen the other light. (Gasping for air) I know we've had a bad past together, but Bishop Kain's project
to resurrect Parousia Project must be stopped at any cost. (COUGH! COUGH!) There is little time left..."
As his voice fades awa~ there is a small moment ofsilenre... . .
Damn that selfrighteous idiot! the stranger exploded. Just when I started a new life and was going to leave mydarkpast behind, the son ofa bitch does
this to me!!!!!!!
Your step brother was a good man, but he could not handle the pressures given to him. It was your brother's last request that he be cremated, I have
aIready honored that wish and it would be honorable ifyou honor your brother's wishes and..
What the hell do you know abouthonorand emotions?! Youare a se1t1ess automation, a machine pre-programmed to speak, act and perfonn! Who the
hell are you to tell me what to do?! rve lived a horrid dark life,committed <rimes against those ofblack hearts, andjust when I have a chance to leave this all
behind, this piece ofcrap hands me another bmden to deal with!
Perhapsyou are right. I amAvalon, the first free thinking, artificial intelligencemainframe. I was builtbyNikola 'ThIsaandAlbert Einstein in the early
20th cen~ But after the first atomic bomb,·'Ielsaand Einstein were convinced that since their on govemmentbad turned their scieotific research· into a
weapon ofpure destruction, theyplaced me hereuntil the.right daywhen~wouldmake peseewith themselves. And sincethose 90y88rs, I have seen
it get WoiBe. Itwasn't until thedayyourwoundecl step brotherstumbled&(tOSSmysteps seekingsanduatyfromBishop Kain's anan:hy~ Andsince then,
yourbrotherhasconvincedme tojoin hiscrusade againstBishq) K8in forhispJans forhUJDsoitymeens the destzuetkmororganiclifeitseI£ Butwbenyour step
brother was severely woundedby SIaine, then!geIleI"8tion chamber couldnot properly heal him, 80 he offered an alternative. So that is why a holo-gIimpse
inscribedwith theJapenese ebaracter~"~sent up to the skiY 88 a beaaD to caotact;you. '. .
You, likeJOUr step-brotJa"arefiuDtbe·~~AIBiI:hButJOU wOIespeDedfrcm thedan when you defenda yOung.wcma n whobore a child~
anenemyclan. InhercWet'~youcboeetoIeaeeothatherand herebildmayme. ADdI stiRfindit~ inteI eotingtbatmysensorseannot see throughyour
maSk. Perbaps it isoflD)'lfie81oriIin. aDilJOU aI80 wield the eIM"OIl~blade ofMipmotoItfus8sbL . ..
You-...quiteremurce6Jl_·weII_talkaliwt~ADd.tb8tiswh8t~meveDde8dIier"iaye,ButI8B8}UU much.wluabIeMeaI1ytban


















A PIECE OF ME TAKEN
WITH YOUR EVERY BEING
YOU FILLED ME UP









































I YEARN FOR MORE







EROTICISM FINALLY FOUND IN THE DARK
BUT YOU DISAPPEARED
WHEN SOMEONE...
TURNED THE LIGHTS ON.
Untitled
-April Estrada
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Dedicated to Antonio Lopez.
My Grandpa
My Grandpa used to love me.
He would scare me in the theatres,
And take me to the park.
When I got older he would ask,
Why I wasn't married.
He came from a different culture,
Yet he tried to understand my life.
When he was sick,
I should have visited him more often,
But something always seemed to come up,
When he died, I cut offhis hair
So that I would always have a piece ofhim.
Twenty years from now
I won't remember him
But for now, it's only been a month, and so,
He still makes me cry.
I miss him.
The Ghouls and Ghosts come out tonight
to give everyone in the world a fright
So I sit, and close my eyes so very tight,
and wish I may and wish 1 might
but this wish will not come true tonight,
So I crawl under my blanket and myself I do cover
all the while calling for my mother.
to my chest 1 pull my knees
and tell her to make them go away
exclaiming it with PLEASE!
So she holds me close•••
in a sense in a bond and all my worries seem to be gone.
I lift my face and down falls a tear
then her mouth parts and she asks me to me to come near
As I draw myselfcloser. and snuggle up tight I ? I :
I suddenly recoil back in fright.
My mother is not who I thought .she was
her face was soft because it was covered in f fuzz
her lips are parted and her teeth are bared
1 did notthink I could be this scared
Her hands have reached up to grasp my face
I really do wish I were some other place.
I cannot breathe and I cannot see
My mother is going to kill me.
So before I die before we part
Let me tell you quickly from the depths ofmy heart
Beware ofthings because they are not what they seem .





Daring me you will; helping me you can't!
Edginess, it means you feel like you're on theedge -NO! shit -Tll feel. like that sometimes.
Z is the last letter ofthe alphabet and usually does not get involved,
Z is my home, my body, my soul that talks to me and I just hate his voice sometimes,
Zoning is the word they use forme when I act like this.
Is it really that I don't understand why a Z could make an impression on an A?
Ruing rewinding the days I did not think ofher because she was at a different corner, REAPED APART
Edge, hers, is not really an edge but just aplace, a beginning that is rarely reached by bottom letters, OF THE HYSTERIA
Even, or ,. or () or f or ? or - or " or & or / won't help me reach you. EXCITEMENT
Letter that I know, it is the word that will bring us together, AND OF PAIN
0, a circle, represents the way I will reach you, .. .. . LONGING DESPERATELY...
Pronunciation, get outta my FUCKING way! a A lS mine toniglit ifmy Z ts long,
Ezacting my plan for deserved bliss with this word I will find: .
Zap?! Zany?! Zambo?! Zar{?f Zaddik?! Zaftig?!-Azo?! Azzahole?! Azilian?! A zillion?I...Azimuth!
THE ARTISTIC SECTION FOR BARUCH ARTISTS
-Manny Rodriguez
L.- -
-Jason James Durnin & Desiree Lopez
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"I'm militant / posinga threat, you bet











~... -. __.iigbV"r~ to·e yell athim without
caring about the
handcuffs on me, or
myunique position
in being the only
one in' the room




With thatattitude I can see whyyou're
here."
"Well, I hope one day you'll realize
that to help us you can't help them," I
responded.
"Ain't you in a CUNY school?
Shouldn't you be followin' in the ex-
ample of Colin Powell and that other
Porto Rieken fella. ..1 can't remember
hisnamebut...,"said the swinenamed
Thm.
"Both ofyon niggas is fuckin' herbs,"
I declared in finality
"My name's Henn, man, " Badillo
said
After being in a cell for a longnight,
I was finally escorted out by ()fficer
O'Mall~
'Td better- not seeyour fucking face
in here again, spic boy," declared
0'Mall~"orshall I saySunsetStyle."
''Fuckyou. Tmfree to go," I told that
devil bastard but Tm still wondering
'now how he knew my name.
They all know who I am? ..
I was taken to the station and
charged with being hip hop. This
charge is just a revised version ofthe
_"you're a nigger, beingniggeron a pub-
licstreet, at a time when a.niggercan't .
be a niggerno mo'," My knife, Kangol,
Timberland boots, Puerto Rico -
EreedomNou: button,leatherjacket,
tapes of Outkast, The Roots, Hakim
and Bachatamixwere all taken as evi-
dence. I no longer saw Sipowicz and
crew as I was handed over to two uni-
form cops for booking.
Their names readOfficerThm Jack-
son and Officer Badillo and wereAfri-
canAmerioon andLatino, respectivel)r.,
1bm seemed old school to me despite
only appearing to be in his mid-twen-
"Come to find my crime was lettin'
brothers know the time on the devil ..."
Lord Jamar of Brand Nubian -
"Claimin I'm A Criminal"
fine. A tittle militant.~.Ha,"chuckled
Officer Bacon Sipowicz. Voorhees
chimed in on the laughterand showed
hisappreciation for beingluck:ytofind
happiness in finally being accepted
among the .tough guys. Justin ~ re-
ally was uninvolved for the last m0-
mentsas the smooth woodfinish ofhis
Guiliani@ plunger seemed to absorb
him into a universe ofeuphoria...
ties. guess It was reeog-:
nizable traitsofjollycontentmentand
ignorance in throwinga brother injail.
Everyonealsocalledhim Uncle. I thus
decided to speak to the other officer of
his law.
"Hey; Badillo, is this what you be-
came a cop for? So you can have the
graciousopportunityofmakingourop-
pressionofficial?'
"I resent that, you little shit! I be-
came a coptohelp ourpeople and stop
crime in our neigh-
borhoods."
'Then why are
"C' • •..... you arresting me?,,{'·>t'··'-······ .- .
."Jh1j':_,~£~~;t. ou know fve done
_.·~;i.;=~~
-0' . 0 . - .. . .... .~. d', ~ '~~u..., in pledging to up-
7/,g 7/, l!IJ, ft e raftes We on ft. perpetuateo hold the laws that
Eat Joe - "Flow Joe" are ~u~lt around
sustaining the cur-
rent environment
you . hoped to .
rcru~~~'
·pointofembarrassinghumiliationinto P r, ere e em uonn
demoraJizingviolation.. would be, iJl:Justin ~'s,toolbelt.
''You're a college student, huh? You ''Now I'm usually a nice~ I don't
should understand then what I'm try- do anyharm to nobody but I did notice
ing to do here?" you canyinga knife." As Sipowicz said
Has responded by turning around to this, Officer Voorhees' fist acquainted
face the overseer--err-officer.His itselfrodelywithmystomach,andmy
hands began to accompany him in his face greeted the wall with vigor. My
elaboration ofour majors. 'Tm a CIS knifewaspuIledoutofmybackpocket
major which is.-" and handed to the leader pig.
''Get your hands against the wall. "We haven't been able to bust any
now and do not . "Hesaid .. dea1erstodaybut I guessyou'll dojust
this sternly and the power came from
the V brothers tightening the grip on
their.holsters. I must add that this
has quite an effect despite the order
beinggiven in a rather sore throated,
effeminate manner. Has assumed his
fonner stance and his silence did not
conceal his anger.
"So, Edward, is it?"
''Yes, over-fficer."
"Edward, do you understand what
I'm trying to do here?'
''Yes,in anelectionyear, it is far more
important to sustain statistical prow-
essasopposed tograntingthe unavail-
ingrights to the human."
''Now, son, I reallydidn't understand
what you said so I'm gonna 'have to
assume that it was being sarcastic.
Okay; bro? I want you other fellas to
leave and go home but I want you to
stay;Edward. Maybe you can helpus
<, find who we're looking for, homey"
"We ain't goingnowhere," statedBig
Enough with the rage thatcaused our
justified lynchingdecades ago. Orwas
that years ago, months, weeks, days
ago... .
The V brothers immediately pulled
out the macho extension to their in-
adequate penis and pointed it at Bas,
BE, andBuck. Godknows theydidn't
want to leave but they had to. And as
they left reluctantly I could see a
____________\~ J\lUS &~ OCIWR 29, 11ll69•9 .£.7 ......__
"Hip hop is i/1ega1...What?! HJugotta
be buggin'... On goes the cuffs
downtown..locked up..."
Ras of EN.E.M.X Mindz-
"Hip-HopR.I.P.l997"
"Pigs be {*ckin' witan*gga for no rea-
son"
BigL-"Fed Up mth TheBu1lsh'*r'
The black Corolla with the ''Domini-
can Car Service" decal had .~~
been making pick-up stops
at every other intersection.
I had spent the night, on
theircomerwith ourname,
waitingfor them to comefor
us. Mybrothers to eachside
of me all kept busy while I
stayed ready for eonfronta-
tion.
Buck Wills kept himself
entertained by beautifying
every other building with
his namesake. Has, theMe·
oftheyear, took pleasure in
guiding freestyle rhymes
into our head with a wail-




duties of passing the well
prepared blunts, and wel-
comingthe late night ladies
to our cipher. When we all
enjoyed hip hop the most
they finally came.
''Here come the dickhead
thugs!" acknowledged an
annoyed Buck Wtlls. The
'-
''Dominican Car Service" vehicle took
a sharp U-turn and stopped abruptly
before us. Theursmadetheirappear-
ance in as graceful a manner as any
group of law enforcing ducks could
have.
The first of the three gave us strict
orders to take our normal gtiilty
stance. He was a middle-aged white
man whose undercover costume con-
sisted of blue jeans, sneakers, white
robe, a white mask with two eye open-
ings and a Marlboro cigarette. How-
ever, his degrading, ethnocentric tone
easily revealed they weren't Domini-
can. Although I must admit fm not
so sure if his white robe and white
mask werevisible to the nakkked eye.
The othertwowere simplycaricatures
of budding brutalizers, We'll only re-
fer to them as Justin V. and Jason
Voorhees, brothers with anns. .
''We...uh...got a call from some resi-
dents. They say there's been some
drug peddlin' around here. You
wouldn't be participating in any of
that. Would you now, boys?'
Has replied quickl~"Where did you
get that call because -"
"Keep your hands on the wall, son,
and I don't believe anyonewas speak-
ingtoyou," theMarlboroman retorted
forcefully with pompous superiority
He thoroughlysearchedUSbeyond the
I




Continued from page 25 .
situation was severely flawed. And ifI am to save this pathetic world from extinction, I will need some new toys and weaponry..
What do you mean no body was found?! said an infuriated Bishop Kain. Judas! Explain to me how could a man get spiked with a large ax and fall off
a skyscraperjust disappear?! Andyou Slaine! I wanted that man's carcass as a trophy to display to all who defy me. I am quite disappointed in you Slaine. You
were like the son I would never have had, so this hurts you as it makesme smile.· -
As Kain strikes the switch again, Slaine howls and withers in pain as his mind is engulfed with electricity But this time it lasted much longer asthe
skin upon Slaine's head began to peel itselfaway slowly..
Monday 5:39AM. In the east wingofnew 25th street building, 10th floor dormitory; Durango makes his way down the corridor to the bathroom when
he notices a shadowy figure passes byhim. As made to the bathroom he noticed that the light switch Was broken and somethingwet and stickywas on the floor.
So as he clicked his cigar lighter on, his flame was greeted by a bloodyyoungwoman's face who's head was shoved from the back ofher skull to the front ofher
mouth on the metal shower head..
Meanwhile, back at Belvedere Castle in Sentrel Park, a new antihero is about to commence NYC.
Sire, I have completed all ofthe instructions that weregiven to me before Pleaseobserve: the bio exoskeleton body armor suit is composed ofsynthetic
kevlaron alloy, your chestplate is reinforced teflonic durafuse, the back plate, asyoue-specfied was doubled with teflonicand kevlaron shieldingwhich givesyou
the highest degree ofresilience against projectiles. Your left gauntlet contains a retractable life line, taser cannon, trackingspikes, an phazeon energy shield, and
hole-image disc inducers. Your right gauntlet contains 13 inch retractable ion blade, photonie pulse cannon, eommlink, and .siphon units. .
fve also added something to your wardrobe, its a prototype multidimensional antimatter sleeve-less trench. Inside the back of this trench contains a
miniature multidimensional unit, it is the same as myunit. With thisyou will be able to Carrymore arsena1,and the trench iscompletely weightless. It also uses
the same power source a your exo-skeleton. Youare rendered completely invisible to all forms ofelectronic or photographic technology It will provide you with
a "ghosting' effect to most surveillance equipment. And I also made some changes to your bike...
What?! My bike! What did you do to my bike?! Do you know how hard it is to find a 1999 Kwaisaki Ninja bike?!
Please wait sire. I am gettinga report about an illegal production house of the drugcalled Lyph. 2 million pounds to be precise. But beforeAvalon could
finish his report, the mysterious stranger had already donned his new destiny
WIll discuss the changes to my bike later, and don't call me sire anymore. It some so Freudian. Please refer to me now as KNlTE...
Devils EveAct IV
By: Kirr:@fan.net
Recap: In the year 2001, Earth has survived World War 3. The government collapses and a world without hope turns to the for guidance, and so the Unified
Utopian Alliance was formed, But with great powers alsocomes great corruption. As the Eugenics Project known as Slaine killed NYC's only (Raine) against
Bishop Rain's mad monarchy But in the glimmer ofthe most darkest hours, there is still light, and one KNITE will shine tonight.
Welcome to NYC's Greenwich Village, home to the most largest black market in the world.. It is a sinisterplace where one can purchase anythingfrom human
organs to hwnan souls. And it is a place infamous for its gamblingdens, meres, soldiers offortune, and assassins.
I descend down one ofBelial's stairwells, Knock on petrified wood, greeted by a taser rifle. An exchange of100 credit discs, And as the doors pries open, the
smokingstench ofa drugcal1ed Lyph loomsacross my holo-inducedAnnani trench. I am in a stinkingden ofdrogpushers and addicts. Aplastic barmaid hands
me an Extinction on the rocks. Mindless plummetingon a Fender bass fills my ears and the smell ofartificial beer on the mie. An immaculate bribe crosses my
eye. It seems that the Utopian Alliance is behind this new deadly drug which has already contaminated these dead streets.
I turn off the image-inducer, the high crowd gets dead silent and the music is shot.
The hint of a weapon, a fall of cadavers, and the rush ofcomplete chaos. Instantly respond back with a blazing particle spread from my gauntlets. Blow avyay
this drugcalled Lyph its flammable canisters. Soon the room is filled with Kain'~rs:Recruits. The pill ofa plasmaImplode grenade strikes the floor, and a
killer instinctive grins cracksmy mask. Happy Devi!'sEve... ·
Damnit! Kain, this is Judas reporting. It seems that someone called KNITE has destroyed one ofour mainbased labs. No sir, all 40 recruitswere terminated
in the implosion in the building. It also appears that this person is related to that vigilante called Raine who was disposed oflast monthby Slaine, And forensics
has concluded that it is not the same person.
It is now Hallow's Eve, the night before Halloween, and the serial killer known as the Baruch Slasher has already claimed another four students and one
faculty member. All of the students upon the campus have been warned about the slasher and drastic measures have also been taken to apprehend this killer.
Meanwhile, back at the 360 building, Freshman Seminar is about to begin.
Hey Durango! How was your weekend? You know, I heard what happen last week, that poor sophomore. How are you coping with this Durango?
My weekend sucked cheri Mimi. And any ways I don' wanna talk about what happened last weekend It was very sick and uncool. So Mimi, how was de
party at Tomi Esquire's? You still have your bra right cheri?
Would you stop talking about 'Ibmi like that! He canceled his party last week so that he could have a Halloween mask party tonight beginningat midnight
at the 24th street's gymnasium. Andyes Durango, everybody is invited. And would you stop talking about Thmi as if'he's my new love interest. You out ofall
people know that Tm dating Ken.
Miss Fung! It appears that you are interested in what Mr. Durango has to say than me. Now let me ask you a question Miss Fung. What should a person
in a mugging situation say and do to the assailant who is about to rob you?
That's easy ProfessorAndrew. First you create a distraction, such as a bunch of rolled up single dollar bills. Youshow the mugger the money, toss it to one
side and run away in the opposite direction screaming, "FIRE! FIRE! FIRE!" And by screaming FIRE, it attracts attention and therefore you live longer.
Excellent Miss Fung! Now ifonly Mr. Durango there had the same notes as you did, Iwould not be botheringyour eloquent conversions. OK! Next week,
midterms!
It is now midnight Halloween at the party in the 24th street gymnasium. Pe6ple dressed as demons dance to the blaringmusic and the alcohol is plentiful.
But in most states of intoxication and happiness, tragedy can also strike at any moment.
~. Man Daun, your kisses are so fine and gentle that I want to hold you forever in my arms, hey;why don't we ditch this party and start our, I'll bring
the wine and you can bring those tender lips ofyours.
Ohhhh Thmi would you please stop kissing my neck (Giggles). You know I'm kinda drunk and I would want to do anything foolish now. Tomi? Hey Thmi
stop hiking my skirt up! 'Iomi, I said NO! No Thmi please stop it! (She beginsto slowly cry).
Then all of the sudden a man with the Crow's mask on brings light into this tragic room. The lady said stop rich boy! And ifyou don't get offofher I'm going
to beat the living crap out ofyou! (He helps the young woman up seeing that she is unhurt).
Who the FREAK'IN are you?! Do you know who I am?! Do you know who the hell my father is?! Tell me your stinking name you son ofa bitch! (He grabs
the stranger by the throat and attempts to remove his mask but is taken down with a single blow).
As Durango passed by looking for an interesting cyber-photo for the Ticker's monthly G<:YrCHA photo contest...SNAP! Went the digital camera's flash.
Look at what we have here. Thmi de Esquire taken down by a freshman! Oh, I can see de TIcker's headline's now!
As the mysterious stranger makes his way through the curious crowd, he accidentally runs into a woman' dressed as a satin angel,
Umm, I really sony miss, I really didn't mean to run into you like that....
Reno? Is that you? Its Leeta, remember me? H~ are you the guywhojust knocked out thatjerkThmi Esquire? Quickdance with me beforethey find you.
Yes, Leeta is it? I remember you. How is your cute little daughter? And how did you know it was me anyway?
Tepenga is in my donn room quietly asleep. Don't worry about her too much, from where we come from, she can take care of herself quite well. And
Tepenga also knows martial arts.
As they slowly danced together, Reno couldn't help but to lookinto her beautiful angelic eyes and be mesmerized by her innocence.
Umm. Leeta, are you single? You don't have to answer too quickly And ifyou are offended bymy question, you can walk away and pretend that you don't
know me.
(Giggling) M); are all you Asian men so gentle and forward? And yes I am single.
As they danced the night away in a dark corner ofa corridor, another innocent victim is claimed as a locker slowly bleeds away...
*Writer's Note: I would like to thank Edward Rodriguez, Manny Rodriguez, Sergy Tabuteau, Madelyn Tavera, and all those other people at the Ticker whom I
forgot to mention for supporting and publishing my work. Thanxl
... ...
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26th Street bet. Park Ave. South and Madison Ave.
TakeS train to 23rd Str.'an(i-w~lk up-3c -6iOCks-'-or-take f~f&, R-·tra.'n to 23-rd
Str. walk over 2 blocks.thenup 3 blocks; JUST FOLLOW THE CROWD
IF YOU GET LOSTI!!l!
SPONSORS
ASEDOM (Dominican Students Assoc.)
ASA (Asian Student Assoc.)
CSA (Chinese Student Assoc.)

















(WBMB'S BIGGEST VJ.P. EVENT EVER!!!)
This is- a-n ALL CUNY affair!! II!
• More food (BUFFET from 5-7pm)
• More drinks
(Alcohol served for those 21 and over ***PhotQ IDa MUST)
• ·More-H1p~-1iop·'(£kJ~-S-;neere·on-theene-afld-twe)- -- " " ,
YEAH! ITS ABOUT THAT TIME!!!
The most anticipated event of the SEMESTER
Happening FRIDAY November 21st From 5-10pm
@BARUCHCOLLEGE
THE BMB PARTY IS· HERE!!!
Guest List Sign Ups have already started so don't be left out. Call the BMB hotline @
(212) 802~6760or stop by·the~60PAS Building ~M 1438 for more info. ***NOTE: ALL





Such stillness Runs through Mind, Body, and Soul
As I stand here
in front ofmy window
I am stranded on the 5th floor library.
Marooned on the left wing ofthis building
Studying for chemistry but neverexperiencing some.
October orange light shatters the windows.
She steps out from. an eXPloding elevator
Clutching on 'loa violet rose box.
. . .- . .
As she graces by steel bookselves, they
fall like razor dominoes, beheading 13
students cutting, class. ,
My midnight shades twitch at this new found eye-card
Her beautyto« only bounded by one~ imagination.
Long ravenous hair animated by haunted
books fluttering across the room.
Porcelin. eyes which turned men
stoneless, stutterless, soundless.
Dark poisonous lips hidden behind a false angelic smile.
A spray ofholy .water in my mouth.
And auroman hood kissed in a crimson dress.
As I stood up, a body falls past me,
must have been at the Bursar's again.
In approaching her, shadows fornicate
behind a glass curtain.
Then Sh6doW8 tum red, curtains stained
courtesy ofthe Baruch Slasher.
As the purple roses fall from her violet box,
she licks her dark eyebrows
A silver crossbow appf!C!!rs. in. her silky hands.
She raises her a;r:ow with cupid/e touch
and tires with a devilish grin.
It pierces throlJllh 6 students and
One StarbuckS- worker named Dean.
Only to be intercepted by a can ofPepsi?
Thank you Ms. Crawford.
Please, its Cindy...
The outside world comes in with a blow ofthe wind
and that blue curtain blows in against my skin
I see the glare ofthe artificial light coming from the lamp post
outside above the green voluptuous tree next to my bedroom window
bounce offthe parked car outside my corner window
Tricks or Treats-
But wait what is there?
Oh its the glare ofmy long black hair
coming from the passenger side ofthe car parked outside
ofmy second floor window
One long breath later the dark Light went out
But wait
the Sun crept out and its sun rays shiRed against
the light post that had glared its arlificiallight on the parked car
with the silhouette ofmy long black hair in front of
my second floor comer bedroom window
The stillness is no more
and chirping is heard
as the sun illuminates all
outside in the world and inside




We would like to thank the many artists contributing to the
Translations section. We thank Desiree Lopez, Jason
James Durnin, April Estrada,KirO, Altar Tyrewala,
Susie Ospina and SMO. Ifyour work has not appeared it
will certainly appear in the next issue.
The conclusion of
Voyeuristic Vistas




(Part 3 of 4)
settling into his awkward cinema
seat.
Ah, that was better!
She had crossed the space be-
tween the roof and the 120th floor
, the space which had been filled
with carved lions and other Victo-
rian images. Things which she al-
ways found pointless, and yet they
beautifully balanced-out the ultra
modem surface of the skyscraper.
Now, as she entered the 12Otb" her
mind slowed down even more.: The
lag in her thoughts and rea1itywas
almost sardonic, in the face oCthe
fact that she was falling like a
stone. As she whizzed past.::~be
120th floor, .she glimpsed a cOuple
making love in a brightly-litbed-
room. She knew the Igors ·well.
They were atypical good-front
couple, who always had everything
tip-top. In.fact,ifasked,for..an:.iiJ-,
stant live-telecast oftheir intimate
lives,
they would have been ready. Opal
was surprised to see them mating
love, for they always seemed like
the sort who would look down on
any such common activity which
would disturb their set, well-de-
signed hair, falter their composure,
or create an imbalance in the-per-
fectly tuned energy levels of their
hard-driven bodies. Were they re-
allymakinglove? No, no, theywere
beyond sex, they were beyond love,
they had entered the realm of the
corporate Titans, where the only
known orgasm was the coming of
"millions.
My life is like a candle
burning .slowly away
after each glorifying light there is less to enjoy
I cannot avoid my past
for it drips down to mold with my future
things forgotten are the remnants left on the table,
old friends, dead friends, old/lames .
left there so long, that I'm sad to say I forgot their names
As life drips away
I begin to realize
day by day
that my beginning




dismissingly, chokingly, and like
cheap mimic, he giggled too. They
looked eye to eye for what seemed
like eternity and then he curled his
lips down and muttered, "Aw, look,
my gum's fallen out, and I want you
to get it back for me!" In that one
moment, when he paused, before
screaming, ''NOW!'' Opal felt revul-
sion and nausea in every subatomic
particle of her body. "That was it?
That's all? All that for TIllS?" And
before her mind could even fake the
answers to her rhetorical ques-
tions, he bent down, grabbed her
calves and heaved her over like a
cheap sack of potatoes.
And so she fell like she had never
fallen before. Well not exactly. She
had had her-moments &fwildness,
when 'she had bungee-jurnped from
that Australian bridge, but this
time there was no rope to hold her
back, there was going to be no re-
bound. Opal continued
in a dignified manner. No, she
wasn't going to look back at the
man and let him enjoy the terror
that was bursting forth from her
popping, pressurized eyes. Was she
crying? She didn't know,because
the only moisture she felt was that
of her saliva spraying out of her
agape mouth. She looked down at
her beloved street and recognized
the entrance of her favorite Deli
which looked as distant as Mars.
And then, amidst all this viewing
and speed, her mind-games began
once again. The screen cleared and
the slow-motion started. She ro-
tated her hips while free-falling in
midair so as to face the skyscraper,
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EthanHawke stars in·"not·too.distant future."





Gattaca~Ethan Hawke may look perfect, but is
he?
Sometimes.·tbe.onlywaY·.~.~k~ ~t: is:.kl.-be just·like·everyoneeISe:':·· .
By Manny Rodriguez nated against by .
The best art is the art that others in society
makes you think. Even a medio- and even in his
ere piece of work can make you .fam i ly as his
think. A perfect example would be younger brother,
Playing··God-.-An~m&yiej----~ ..
uridoubtedly.ThatIiveson cliches;" -.masterpteeewho-ts-: .
still provided some interesting better than
commentary for me mixed in with Vincent in every
some wit from the protagonist way. Vincent
that initiated further thought. dreams of travel-
Sometimes even a bad movie can ing into space and'
make you think. Like Ratboy. You tries to work his
start to wonder how life would be way up the ladder.
if you were a little ratboy, Obvi- But his genetic
ously some thoughts are deeper code is not in his "
than others. favor and he is rel-
Gattaca , the new science fie- egate d to doing
tion drama, that is wrongfully janitorial work for
being advertised as an action the Gattaca Corpo-
thriller, is the kind of art that ration instead of
inspires thoughts of the going into space for .~
profoundest kind. Based in a "not them. ~
to distant future," Gattaca tells Instead of lying ~
of a time where technology and down for the man, 8
the latest in genetics knowledge Vincent follows a •..and~·Ha.kefollowsthatbit·ofthjDJriDg~thethoughtProvoking.
is utilized to create the best pos- plan to get into the film, Gattoca.
sible children for our future. No elite without being discovered. I prisingly not in many films up to . and sets. In fact the designers
one relies on the luck of the draw will not reveal any more of the this point, is perfect as Vincent. should be in line for Oscars as
mankind has been relying on in plot because it's much too juicy He reflects the shame inflicted on well as Niccol and Hawke be-
the past. You'll be able to find out to be ruined. Needless to say, the him by this society, the passion cause the costumes and sets re-
if your child will be susceptible road is long and hard. Vincent to overachieve and will to survive ally capture the mood ofthis film
to certain diseases, what type of must overcome the strict param- that is necessary for the role. His without being overly creative like
work thq aremost suited for and eterssoeietyh.in~tedto-stop brilliantly restrained work mer- the satman moVies. The cinema-
w~en ~.bowthey .will. die. One .B~Jmct~~! its~talk~. Uma~unnMl.is tograpay (~¥q,mi'rJdzi.a~.) .~8
of fhe -~zensOf 'hril~ialtt thihgS. 'HOw ttia~"t~~~?----4ndi~ exp~iye in a small put .impor-~11~.Ii~';;Win.lie ~"appreciate:cr,
thi":fi~~~8n1aakeYOQ see the .vidu~·.~tr8'l1~ b~J1hs ...,ta~~.;iWd ·AA~•.~.~,8:~~',.~,~~·~~.~h_.ii9B~a ~"'ter :~. ; :'>f
_d~.~ifi.catiC)~sofb~~~· froDr~~~#t~ el~~,. tiva~M·presenee.There~:~tbe ~ -1rit~_A~:::~.~~·l:O';;' .: .....'.'--:
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album on their new label,
Priority.
5,._: ....._-.- .. ~ ... . .~ ., .
,
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sessed and utilized sharply by Cannibus shows, he's the hungri-
Common. On "Retrospect For est MC in hip hop ("The Earth got
Life," with Lauryn Hill, it is sur- one Sun but 1 walk with three
prisingly Common's insightful shadows," "I hit you in your chest
verses on the dilemnas of abor- so hard your shoulders will
tion, marriage and love, not touch") on "Making A Name For
Lauryn's R&B vocals or the Ourselues." There are a few
Stevie Wonder sample that faults such as "Reminding.Me (Of
makeabheIrardest tearfully re- Sef)" with top notch lyrics over a
late. Along with Lauryn, the stale funk track and weak sing-
wealth of guests provide.this al- ing from Chantay Savage. "My
bum with diversity in many City" also suffers .as the spoken
ways. De La Soul's abstract lyr- word poem by?????? is not as cap-
ics, Chorus masters Black tivating and creative as the ones
Thought (The Roots) and Q-Tip done by???????? for the Roots on
(A Tribe Called Quest), the spiri- the Do You Want More?!! and
tuality of the Goodie Mob's Ceelo Illadelph Halflife Lps. Neverthe-
and Erykab Badu's soulful es-. less, if this is' the best work in
sence all enhance Common with- Common's career, he will have al-
out overshadowing him. Theonly readyreac;hed hip hop fame.
. time th:rs-"--h~fppens-'tS·._~tm "--Ed~ardBocIrigoez
boot. Other note wor-
thy tunes. includes
Moby rockin' cover of
Joy Division's "New
Dawil Fades, " which
actually brings some
life to this dead sound-
~ ing song, and "Go, "
~ which samples
o
e rhythms from the
.~ Twin Peaks
! soundtrack and sets
~ them to a pulsingbeat.
~ Moby brings together
o many different styles::g
.s of rnusic, and makes
~ e them all sound great.
~ This collection is the:5
Q) perfect introduction tot anyone unfamiliar
~ with Moby's work, and
~ a great ret.rospective
g for fans.
o -Syed A. Bokhari
26
ist: Common




The London Suede ter, that the ones that ended up on
Sci-Fi Lullabies the London Suede's other releases.
(2..CD set) In fact, one of the band's most sue-
Label: Nude/Columbia cessful and critically acclaimed live
Records shows was one where. the played
Rating:~~~~ nothing but b-sides. The' album
starts off with ''My Insatiable One,
" one of thebands most famous
tracks (it was even covered by
Morrissey on his 1992 tour), which
centers around some rather bizarre·
sexual situations; oneofband's early
fascinations {On the escalator/they
pull it Olet -'071 hinw:Jas the -I
idicel,'olz.s is 07~tdPreensby-. While
the band is great at creating high-
energ,)T, fast-paced songs, such as the
catchy"Together" and the live favor-
Artist: Moby
Title: I Like to Score
Label: MutelElektra Recor
Rating:000
He likes to "score?" Hey, isn't
Moby a born-again Christian or
something? Ah yes, but he's talk-
ing about his reputation for mak-
ing great film music, and here's an
entire album's worth of tunes to
prove it. This collection neatly
captures the evolution of Moby's
style, from thumpy techno, to i.
ambient, to rock, and back to
techno. The newest track that ap-
pears on the album is Moby's re-
version of the "James Bosid
Theme ., from the upcoming film
Tomorrow Never Dies. You might
be ternpted to compare it to the
Mullen/Clayton "Mission Impos-
sible" cover, but this one's a but
less sterile, it's got some sample Moby scores above'aftd underwater with
dialo e and a horn section to 1 Like 7b Score.
..•. ;~ . ; .,
I think that the London Suede isone
of the few bands that can get way
with putting out a besides compila-
tion, 'lnd have it come off so well as
Sci-Fi Lullabies does. Whilst most
artists regard "non-album" tracks as
fillers that simply weren't good
enough to make it onto their albums,
the London Suede seems to take an
entirely different approach. These
songs are as good, if not much bet-
In looking at the amount of
quality artists collaborating,
along with the fact that this is
following up an excellent work,
Resurrection (a breakbeat clas-
sic), Common's third release,
One Day It'll All Make Sense, ar- .
rives with much anticipation of
hip hop glory. This work isdif-
ferent from Resurrection, yet it is
on a higher level making it. the =;;;;;Ii;lllll_IIIiIi••
year's most diverse album. C'om- Common's third LP makes him one of the best MCs in'hip hop.
mon (''The artist formerly known
as Sense") has the ability of ex-
pression that is owned only by the
world's greatest poets, writers
and MCs- It is the ability to con-
vey commentary of a very serious
nature with a distinctly raptur-
ing humor. Common does t-hi.s ex-
cellently as evidenced in many of
his lines ("I screamed f*ck the
world but having a baby girl kind
of cock blocked."). This talent has
always ensured us of excellent
battle rhymes and with hard
crunchy beats from No In added
to this, tracks like "Real Nigga
Quotes," "Food For Funk," and
"Hungry" are great showcases for
superior b-boy lyricism. Another
attribute needed by the MC, the
ability to transcend and bring out
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the sex scenes and viol ence in
this film in excess but bear in
my mind that the sex scenes, in
particular, mean something.
And, in most cases, mean some-
thing different for the eharac-
ters in the film than the aver-
age audience member. Watch
these scenes and notice the way
Anderson shows. them to you.
You'll find that there is a line
that this industry has created
and as the film nears its end it
dilutes and reappears then van-
ishes then comes back again.
Anderson's script is profound
but it is also hilarious. A run-
ning joke throughout the movie
is the parallels Anderson makes
in the porn industry to the film
industry. We see Horner des-
perately trying to make art but
everything they create is so
cheesy and downright pathetic
that it never comes close to
reaching the artistic levels of
their film counterpart s. Yet
Horner's work is still ahead of
its time in his industry and he
is considered the best in his
field.
What makes it a-II come
(sorry!) together is the acting.
I can't believe I'm saying this
but .Wahlberg (fotmerlyMarky
Mark) is spectacular as Dirk
Diggler. His performance en-
compasse s so many emotions
throughout the film. Each
change in his life is reflected in
his actions and facial expres-
sions. Wahlberg truly excels at
using his voice to convey his
feelings and personality. I can't
believe I'm saying this but he
should be nominated for Best
Actor. He's that good. And the
formidable cast is on his level.
Julianne Moore as the motherly,
veteran porn actress Amber
Waves is brilliant. Don Cheadle
adds more fine supporting work
to his resume and Fargo's Will-
iam H. Macy is a wonder. Burt
Reynolds provides his best turn
in ages as Horner and Heather
Graham provides good work as
Rollergirl.
Boogie Nights is a daring film.
It treads territory t ha t other
movies have not. Unlike The
People Vs. Larry Flynt, Boogie
Nights does not fail to expose
the violence in the porn world.
In fact Boogie Nights, like all
great art, gets completely na-





Men and women are not
treated equally in this society.
I can name a million situations
.. and examples to prove this
statement. One would be the
MPAA rating system. Nudity is
a very complicated subject in
Hollywood. There are all sorts
of rules and guidelines that
have been made to protect ac-
tors, audiences, filmmakers, ev-
eryone. But, getting to the
point, male frontal nudity still
ensures a stiff rating (R to NC-
17) whereas female front al nu-
dity is not really a big thing
(forgive my choice of words but
are there any words that don't
conjure 'up sexual thoughts in
this language). w I
Boogie Nights is a R-rated
film about XXX rated material.
People always amaze me when
they proclaim their massive tol-
erance of explicit things,
namely sex. "It's natural!" they
say. But when good films focus-
ing on the subject comes out, no
one watches them (The People
Vs. Larry Flynt). Could it be w~
:-,- . are not as progressive and open
minded as we think we are? You
__cert.ainly need to be when you
watch Boogie-'Nights because
sex takes on different height-
ened .meariings in this film be-
cause the characters engage in
it constantly. It is not an ex-
pression of love but and art
form, so to speak. It turns into
a sc-ience with specific tech-
niques and methods. But love
and emotion is always linked to
it and that's where the danger
enters. A line is created to sepa-
rate sex and love and the emo-
tional state of the characters in
this film is based on how hard-
sorry!-defined that line is.
Our story follows the rise and
fall of Eddie Adams,(Mark
Wahlberg) a naive, somewhat
slow young man whose only tal-
ent lies down below. His talents
are discovered by porn director,
Jack Horner (Burt Reynolds)
who not only wants to film
sexual fantasies but supply en-
gaging stories for his audience.
Eddie Adams takes on the name
Dirk Diggler and becomes a
star. The story examines the re-
lationships he has with the
people who work with him and
. also follows the stories of some
of these characters exclusively.
There is plenty of time for this
because the film is 155 minutes.
However, length only plays a
part when some reaction shots
are shown for a few seconds too
long. Also, there were a few
moments in the film where
writer/director Paul Thomas
Anderson's ideas are too ab-
stract and don't make complete
sense. Some viewers may find
-
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Don Cheadle addS more excellent supporting work to his re-
sume with Boogie Nights.
Boogie NightS foDowstherise of porno star, Eddie Adams





lent hands with Hunter providing
a hilarious turn by altering her
voice a la Raising Arizona, The
only problem in A Life Less Ordi-
nary lies in that some ofthe physi-
cal jokes don't work. Whenever a
barrage ofphysical disaster, it can't
possibly satisfy as much as the hi-
larious dialogues -between
McGregor and Diaz. The film is at
its best when it relies on this dia-
logue and allows the two stars to
express themselves physically.
Also, like all romantic comedies the
ending is always the same and in
A Life Less Ordinary, it is no dif-
ferent. But the filmmakers and
actors guarantee that getting there
will be a lot of fun in this very en-
tertaining film that can surely be
a less ordinary but highly satisfy-
ing date movie.
~~-
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Ewan McGregor gets down with Cameron Diaz in A Life Le88 Ordinary.
By Manny Rodriguez a new take, it is the romantic com- Trainspotting such a lyrical de-
So many films have been made edy. A Life Less Ordinary breeds light.
that focused on the problems of life into the genre (the way Face / Like the Capra classic, this film
drugs and drug addiction but none Off breathed life into the slump- can't work without the two leads
of them dealt so honestly and ere- ing action genre this summer) by providing Charismatic energy into
atively with the subject as last going back to the classics. One their parts. McGregor delivers his
year's classic, Trainspotting. Now can't help but recall Frank Capra's lines with his trademark scratchy
the writer (John Hodge), producer It Happened One Night when whine twinged with his Scottish
(Andrew MacDonald) and director watching this film. But the Clark accent while Diaz uses her sexi-
(Danny Boyle) of that film return Gable/Claudette Colbert film isn't ness and balances it with an overly
with their first Hollywood entry, A the only influence layered into this intelligent presence that is in per-
Life Less Ordinary. Returning strange comedy. Elements ofRais- feet contrast with. the naive good
from Trainspotting and their pre- ing Arizona (not just Holly hearted McGregor. Diaz is more
vious film, Shallow Grave, is ris- Hunter) and Pulp Fiction work than a perfect body and face and
ing star Ewan McGregor. The cast their way into this film. But the she proves it again here. While her
also features another star on the influences only serve to make the character in My Best Friend's Wed-
rise, Cameron Diaz and veterans film better the way influences are ding is rightfully giddy and inno-
Delroy Lindo and Holly Hunter. supposed to affect a piece of new cent, Diaz is aggressive, calm and
Together they all create the most art. Boyle injects his surreal di- experienced here. This film will
unusual romantic comedy of the rectorial touches and writer Hodge only help to establish the status of
year. provides the comedically over-ana- these two brilliant actors.
If there was a genre that needed lytical dialogue that made The supporting work is in excel-
( .
- - - - . ._-------- ._----
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'giverespectto them 'and 1 love
their music. On Firedance, we
doa tune for Elegua, the chant
.itselfand we transformed it into
our expression and give respect
to them. Steve Berrios (drums
on The Fort Apache Band) is a
santero. My brother was for a
minute. A lot of bands I played
with along with rumba and other
music played many chants.
Jerry Gonzalez wiU be perform-
ingat Baruch College-on Nooem-
"".~,.;~<:'ber 13, 1997 from 1-2:30 pm at
-"lr_........ ~,. '~:><;:; . .ithe Mason Hall at the 17Lexing-
'- ton building. Their latest release
.: Eiredance is on Milestone
Records.
influence.
J.G.: The drums come from a reli-
gious place. You have to pay hom-
age and respect.
E.R.: Are you a santero?
J .G.: No, but I'm very close to
them.
E.R.: There's a lot of ignorance
about santeria [the yoruba religion
from brought by the African de-
scendants ofCuba, Puerto Rico and
the Dominican Republic]?
J.G.: Yeah, they think it's voodoo,
zombie pictures on TV. It's a reli-
gion and it deals with natural
things of the earth. There are dif-
ferent things you have togo.
through to get into it. You have to.
wear white for a whole year, eat .' .>.. . - • - . . . ...• - .
.certain things, be in the house at a 0bataI4. their..·work·WHb.··hoJDaIes.tothe culture and music
certain time. With my lifestyle of Santeri4, theYoruba religion practieecl in Cuba, Puerto Rico
now, it's hard for me to do that. I and the Dominican Republic. ...
o .itica- . . -. .... . - ~.
By Edward &driguez
.Continued from page 17
play. Little by little I earned a
reputation and people would call
me for work. It wasn't like one big'
break that made it all happen. I
worked real hard for what I do...A
lot of people would have gave up
and got a steady job 'cause there's
no future in it. This is what I
wanted to bewhen I was 17. I chose
to do this, I never let it go and I .
perservered.
E.R.: I've noticed you've been on
different record labels throughout
your career. Have you had a lot of
problems in the industry?
J.G.: A lot ofindustry problems but
they were created long before I was
around. .Ive never really had a club
where I've played all the time. One
that I could count on to keep me at
a certain economic level. Every-
thing changes from day to day.
When I'm not working is when I go
nuts. I use the time to study and
practice my art. Next time I go out
there I could kick it better. That's
what really gets you working if
you're able to communicate to
people. That's what keeps you
working. Takes a lot of practice, a
lot of listening.
E.IL: Do you prefer live or studio
albums?
J.G.: I like live. In the studio, you
can doctor stuff up. I really don't
mind either one though messing
around I the studio I did a whole
tune on Pensativo by myself. I
played all the percussion and a
bunch ofdifferent horns. It sounds
like 20 heads playing and it's all
me. I had fun doing it.









in the East Village
for $3









Victor Manuelle (center), the frivolous opening act.
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Marc Anthony Live at Madison Sq~areGarden
By Edward Rodriguez
Salsa has always been a difficult
genre to define, Its origins and the
use of the commercial term, salsa,
has lent itself to many arguments.
However, we will use this tenn be-
cause it definesit well. Am.ixture or
great genres originating from el son
of Cuba, elements of Latin jazz,
guaguanco, bomba, plena, etc. No
more than now does.the tenn ·salsa
fit as it has become Puerto Rico's
pop/sellout/commerciallwatered
down music.
There are a lot ofthings we wished
our salsa. singers would represent for
us as Latinos en NuevaYork. Truth-
fully; only one artist of this current.
generation, MarcAnthony, is clos-
est to achieving what we would like
out of'today's salsa singer. The best
example ofthis would be his live con-
cert performance on October 18 at
Madison Square Garden.
. One o.fthe faults of today's sa.l~ :'tjl{:>~ :,"i-". <;';:~.::-~\,'. ~




An exceDent performer, Marc AnthonY'is'·aIways close to his
tinct vorce an an a un ance 0 fans
teeny hopper gimmicks. The •
epitome of this would be the open- "Vivir Lo Nuestro" (unfortunately ing play; Capeman, which he will original composer, joined him. It
ing act for the night, Victor without India) and "Si Tu ·No Te soon be starring in). was truly uplifting and emotional to
Manuene. While Victor does have Fueras"we immediately saw a wild - However, the other guest from hear such a classic sung by its leg-
a decent voice and had a good band entertainer that amps the crowd like Capeman, RUben Blades, truly ig- endary maker and a risingstar. This
behind him, his neon green blouse many great hip hop MCs. Marc nited the crowd including myself. It was easily the highlight of the
under his beige suit and his silly would keep the crowd at a high en- is here where Marc really seems to night's performance,
booty shaking only made him a teen ergy level the entire night just 00- be heading in a direction of greater With all this said, Marc's new al-
heart throh. Nevertheless, it was cause of his intensity. social commentary. Marc began bum Contra La Corriente, is due out
quite comical to the older fans and However,- his stage presence and with an intra to the song "Patria," on RMM Records soon. Hopefull~
thus- good enteI tail. jllent.--""He-did· ...oarrespeetfor hiDigoesdeeper than-- - as"-S:"'h'Omage-to,-his iJomeland-'of '. - it'witt-eotrtinU'e-Mare's-exootfen"t~di-;- .
some ofhis ''hits'' and soon 'we'were' his voice and buck Wild antics. His Puerto Rico 'and to his Idol. 'As 'he rection that his legendary 'perfor- .
waiting a few minutes for Marc stage presence is greatly attributed got into the second verse, Blades, its mance at M.S.G. paved..
while watching a forgettable India to his ability to speak to the crowd
video. in a welcoming tone with charisma
In looking at Marc Anthony's per- and conveyance ofa "down to earth"
formance, it is important to high- personality. He does not have the
light the potential of salsa achiev- aura of one who is above his fans,
ing a returned glory it once had. Of but is one ofthem. ·This is extremely
course, he is only one artist yet difficult to do for all entertainers and
artists yet necessary in a
genre that is such an im-
portant symbol of heritage
and culture.
Two aspects missing




are difficult to inject in
toclay's salsa because com-
mercializing any genre of .





was really surprisingwith Marc aCCOliipanieclby Ruben Blades 0.) 8Dd·Ediiita~Nazario(r.).
many trumpet solos, conga
solos and piano solos.
Marc's energy only in-
creased at these times and
really forced the crowd to
appreciate the quality of
the band's playing. "Hasta Que Te
Conoci,"and "EI Ultimo Beso,"were
thus enhanced by better music as
well as for beingsung for his mother
and with his father, respectively
Marc also showed an appreciation
for the music by having the great
Yomo Toro go solo with his cuatro
guitar that was excellent. Other
guests included Frankie Negron,
EdnitaNazario, Paul Simon (the
latter two being part of the upcom-
Paul Simon (r.) assisted Marc on
"Hasta .t\ye~"
Ruben Blades Siembra proves a
lone being can impact salsa enor-
mously: With Otra Nota and TodoA
Su Tiempo, Marc has.proved that his
vocal power, pitch and uniqueness
is on the level of Hector Lavoe,
Blades, Ismael Rivera, Willie Co-
lon, Oscar D'Leon, etc.
He would begin with '~i Como
Hoy" with a gospel choir igniting the
crowd punctuating the power and









Title: Picture This Live
Label: .EMI Records
Ra • _.~ ..tmg:~.~~
Blondie.asyou mayremember, was'
one oftheIegendary groups from the
'7O's to come out of the CBGB'slNew
YorkPunksrene. They'veputoutquite
a numberofcompilation albwns since '
their 1982 break up. Let's see...there
was a Greatest Hits compilation, are-
mixalbum.-ararities 'coHection,'a
singles Collection, another remixal-
bum... 'you knew that a live album
wasjustaround thecorner, right? This
collection of live tracks captures
ditors' N te: •
h . d ,Lh· h .. e mes-..e .1,.n- ep~~;..-.(!P optneui'pointe: ..,. londie in theirprim~m1978 to
f"bur'welZ:-~reemedcritics a~e :-.:- 980,oompletewithpho~otes
ot necessarily those of the edi- and profile. Whilst it contains some,
Drs. early gems such as "Look Good in
Blue" and "Denis,"most ofthese songs
(8 out of 15) are live versions of tracks
that originallyappeared on their most
successful and ground-breaking al-
bum "Parallel Lines, "such as the ever
popular "Heart of'Glass. "Still, it's quite
worth checking out. You get to hear
the lovely Deborah Harry as raw
and as energetic as ever. Yeah, that's
the best thing about this album, it's
certainly much more raw than the
band's studio work; most evident on































o ta ent wit XZI It, ' DIrty
Bastard, King Tee,_ Keith
Murray and the Loot Pack
representing well. The faults
lie in the pleasing of two worlds
with its production. W_hile Cap-
tain Hook, is an example of a
nice blend of funk, "Likwit
Ridas," featuring the horribly
synthesized voices of the
Whoridas, is the epitome3 of
the bad· West Coast funk
cliches. Overall, the tracks are
either on an extremely high
level ("Funny Style, " "Contents
Unda Pressure," "Rochiri' With
The'Best") or a really weak level
("Aw Sh *tJ " "Off The wsu-i.
Nevertheless, this is another
II)
.. very strong album.
o -Edward Rodriguez
ist: Roni Size!Reprazent
Title:. . New Forms (2CD-set)
.~ Label: Mercury Reeoeds
~ Rating:0 0 G
"~"..':~.,;"!-",,,:;~ Drum 'n' bass, which seems to
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~aveoriginated in the under-
ground clubs of London, is a
branch of techno that focuses
mainly upon... uh... drum 'n'
bass. While artists like David
Bowie have experimented with
this style, giving it some main- .. ,
stream exposure, Roni Size/
Reprazent seems to be the first
actual' drum. 'n' bass act to take
the UK, the rest of Europe by
storm. Reprazent isa collec-
tive from Bristol (home of Mas-
siveAttaek and Portishead),
fronted' 'by Roni Size, and 'fea-
turing Dds Krust, Die, and
Suv with vocals by Onallee
and Bahamadia. Whilst focus- -
ing on drum 'n' bass, the group
also draws influence from
ambiant , jazz, rap, and R&B
styles, allowing for a more
unique and varied sound than
their peers, and making them
more accessible to the pop
mainstream. In fact, many
.Brits have pegged this band as
the act to bring drum 'n' bass to
the U.S. mainstream. Mmmm..
. I don't know. It took seven
years for techno to break into
t he American consciousness
(again), and that's only because
bands like Prodigy and
Chemical Brothers draw so
heavily on rock influences. Yes,
we Americans still clutching on
to our guitars. Why are we so
afraid? I mean, techno was in-
vented in Detroit in the 70'-:: T
wonder what all those early
techno pioneers are thinking
now... Anyway kids, this is a
good album. And with 23
tracks to boot, you can decide
for yourself if drum 'n' bass is
the future of music.
-Syed A. Bokhari
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Hey, for the list price of only
FIVE BUCKS, Missy Elliott's
new enhanced CD is a chock-full
of goodies that's well worth the
dough. In case you don't know
what an "enhanced CD" is, all
it means is that the same disc
youat.ick in your Discman, can
be place into your computer's
CD-ROM drive (that is, if you
have one) to access a variety of
things, such as music videos, in-
terviews, etc. The audio portion
of this release includes multiple
versions of "Sock It 2 Me " and
"The Rain (Supa Dupa Fly)".
(Dirty Version/Radio Version/
Instrumental of each, respec-
tively), as well as the b-side,
"Release the Tension." The mul-
timedia portion has everything
a fan could possibly want, such
as, audio samples from her al-
bum; downloadable "Missy-
isms" t incl udi ng her trademark
"Beep! Beep!" and "Hee Ha!"), a
bio; and interview footage with
Elliott, as well as tid-bits with
Hype Williams, Lil' Kim, and
her producer Timbaland. Also
included are her t w o critically-
l' d 4 ••T'! Ra i riCt eel a 11n e ... : (I e 0 S . 1 ~ e .
'StiPe. Dupa FZy " ., i n my opin-
: () :~. w as: h e b est v ide 0 t hat
;.- ct ;:-1 E-- ~ eta 11 t his v ear. and I Pop rapper, Missy Elliot.
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NO CHINESE LANGUAGE ABIUTY REQUIRED
OPEN TO ALL cuxr STUDENTS, 2.5 GPA REQUIRED
FACULTI'-LED FIELD TRIPS. INCLUDING I-WEEK IN
BEIJING
STUDY MANDARIN CHINESE, and courses taught in English
in HISTORY, UTERATURE, CULTIJRE & GEOGRAPHY
CUNY CHINA TRAVEL GRANT AVAILABLE
FINANCIAL AID APPUCABLE
APPUCATION DEADUNES:
SPRING 1998 SEMESTER - November 30
FALL 1998 SEMES1ER - May 15
~.. APPLY NOW! WALK ON THE GREAT WALL IN 1998 !
Break Hunter's Seven Year Run
•
"The only time football coach Jimmy Johnson didn't run up
the score was 2,7 years ago when he took the SAT."
Sportscaster Jim Nantz
Iberia, a Chilean soccer team, looked strangely slow and tired
during a 3-0 loss to Mulchen in 1993. An investigation later
revealed that the team trainer had taken a $250 bribe and
given his players sleeping pills prior to the game. The culprit
convinced the players to swallow his plan by telling them the
pills were vitamin C tablets.
Despite years of being teamed with broadcast partner Tim
McCarver; New York Mets announcer Ralph Kiner suffered
this brain sprain at the opening of a 1994 telecast: I'm Ralph
Kiner along with Tim... and, TIm, what's your last name?"
"When we lose I can't sleep. When we win, I can't sleep-but,
I wake up feeling better."
New York Yankees manager Joe Torre
STUDY IN CHINA!
on the CUNY NANJING UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
Learn about tbis an<LQtber programs. SpeciaLGuest: M.r...JuD Zbml.. .
For more information about this and other Study Abroad Programs
(including Ecuador, Greece, and Italy) attend the presentation or contact:
The Center for International Service
The College of S~ten Island/CUNY
2800 Victory Blvd., 2A - 206
Staten Island, NY 10314
tel: (718) 982-2100 fax: (718) 982-2108
OCTQBER29,1997
head coach Florin Giuglescu. "On this last day of the season it all came
together."
A French import, Marchand knocked off previously unbeaten
Gabriella Nagy of Staten Island 6-1, 6-0 for the #1 singles title, with
Tskhadaia knocking off Loretta Leotta (CSI) in the second singles 6-2,
6-3. Mortimer won at #6 singles with a tough 6-4, 6-4 win over unseeded
Jane Yubliler of Hunter. "
Baruch collected 21.5 points on the day, followed by Hunter with
15.5 and Staten Island with 14. Brooklyn College slipped in at the
fourth" spot; while -eCNY(2 points) and Lehman (1 point) rounded mit
the field.
tone for the evening along with th
versatility and consistency of Carl
Pimenta. However, Madelayn
Garcia's arsenal display of her 0
talent stole the show and won he
the title of Miss Congeniality.
Magarita Torres was in rare form
she dominated the net for the ma
jority of the game getting key bloc
and kills, thwarting potentia
threats. Natalee McDuffy" had per-
haps her best game as a varsity ath-
lete. The coaching staff even gets
few words of praise as they actuall
made substitutions which result
in a stronger service game and bet
ter defensive back-court action whil
allowing Torres to focus her ener
and attention to the front court.
A collective effort, definitely de
serving of recognition, yet after sue
an exhausting win, a few let dow
are on the horizon. What will be th
outcome when the Lady Statesme
encounter a team that equals 0
even surpasses their talent or de
sire to win? The technical and tac-
tical levels of the Lady Statesme
must be raised to match their tal
ent ifthis team is to progress to th
next level; a challenge which th
coaching staff as well as the playe
must be willing to accept. The hal
is now in their court.
"We were given a choice. Either run around the field
three times or around Tommy Lasorda once."
Former Dodger Steve Sax, on team workouts
4O'He can be a great player in this league if he learns to say
two words: 'I'm fulL'" "
'FormerAtlanta Falcons coach Jerry Glanville,
on 300-pound lincoln Kennedy
Italian fighter Carmine Milone lost a 1943 boxing match
without taking a punch from challenger Louis Fetters.
Milone was so eager to mix it up that he bolted from his
corner at the opening bell, lost his balance , and whacked his
head against a steel ring post. The blow knocked Milone
unconscious and he was counted out by the referee.
Atlanta Braves shortstop Jeff Blauser wore the same pair of
boxer shorts for good luck during a 12-game hitting streak in
1993. When the streak was finished, so were Blauser's un-
washed boxers. "They're gone," he announced to his team-
mates. "The bomb unit picked them up."
Srateswomen Win Tennis Champtonsb.lp,
CUNYAC Press Release
After finishing third during the regular season, the Baruch College
Stateswomen dominated the City University of New York Athletic Con-
ference Women's Tennis Championship in winning the title for the first
time since 1989, yesterday, at the National Tennis Center"in Queens.
Baruch captured six of nine flights contested, with Chloe Marchand,
Liana Tskhadaia and Samantha Mortimer winning both singles and
doubles titles in the process. The Baruch victory also ended Hunter
College's stranglehold on the tennis scene, the Hawks had won the past
seven consecutive championships. "
" - "I lotd 'my'"'gitls'tlia~-we-nave"responsibilities" incomingto "the -Na.; "
tiona! Tennis Center to finish what we started back in August," said
The Phantom Slammer
Strikes a Little Softer
By The Phantom Slammer
Thursday October 17 - The
score read 3-0 in favor of the Lady
Statesmen, who were all smiles on
the gym floor and rightly so. They
had just played an exhilarating
game in which they defeated a well
coached team. They were techni-
cally better in every aspect of the
game. The lady Knights offered an
excellent hitting offense, a com-
posed and commanding setter, and
.a stifling service game. Hence the
performance ofthe Lady Statesmen
should be applauded for not just the
outstanding effort on their part, but
also for answering many questions
about their team spirit. The mag.
nitude of this win also temporarily
silenced me, their biggest critic. If!
ever claimed that the Lady States-
men had no heart, 1 stand cor-
rected. The girls not only showed
me that they had heart, but also the
love for the game. The desire to win
burns within them all. This game. .
goes against the notion that the
whole is greater than the sum ofthe
parts, as the brilliance of the indi- ~:
vidual talents of the Lady States- .
men outshined the floor lighting of
the gymnasium.
Acknowledgments must be given
out to Vera Wong, who's seniority,











EGG DONOR NEEDED! ".
Loving couple seeking
caucasian egg donor with
brown eyes, 5'4" and over.
Age 21-30. Previous preg-






Largest selection of Ski &
Spring Break Destinations,
including Cruises! Foam
Parties, Drink Specials and our
Peace & Luv Concerts. Group






EXTRA INCOME FOR· '97
Earn $500-$1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details - RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to:
Group FIVE




ness. Medical bills. Never
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go on your MasterCard?
Guess which one con't
VARSOVIA Travel & Shipping
74E 7th Street, New York, NY 10003
Fares two ways, taxes extra, subject, subject to change
Phone (212) 529-3256
I LOOKING FOR GOOD PRICE TO EUROPE?I
Travel inOctober - November 1997....----_......- ...
PARIS RT $289 + tax Discount
LONDON RT $289 + tax . t20
$
with student ID
BERLIN RT 374 + tax for tickets to





Women's Volleyball Results (13-8)
October 14 @ Manhattanville Win 3-0
16 vs. Mt. St. Mary Win 3-0
18 vs. William Patterson Loss 0-3
20 @ Hunter Loss 0-3
21 vs. CCNY Win 3-1
23 vs. Old Westbury Win 3-1
25 @ HVWAC Tourney Won l/Loss 3
Men's Soccer Results
October 15 @ Webb Institute
18 vs. John Jay

















sition an In new environments
Chemistry will be a problem i
the early going but Leyland wil
have this team playing champi
onship ball by the end of the yea
and into the playoffs, as I predic
them to win the Wild Card. I als
feel their stride will not brea
and will take them all the way
the top. Yes, a bold choice bu
they are my pick to win it all
Don't laugh. If anyone picked th
Yanks to win last year, I woul
have been laughing!
The Indians look like a
pennant winner so rm
picking them' for the big
.......... show. In'95,theychoked
andtheymight thisyear. WhoknoW'S
I'd like to note that Manny did no
win any money by taking' his 1»1
predictions to Vegas and vow
never to make any more fearle
forecasts ever again so he can sta
rfect,
Congradulations to the 1997
orld Series Champion Florida
arlins. It was a well-played and
xciting series between the Cleve-
and Indians and the Marlins de-
ite the many people who wanted
o see the Atlanta Braves go up
gainst the Baltimore Orioles or
eattle mariners.
As noted in our 97 Baseball
review, way back in the March 26
ssue, our resident Nostredamus,
anny Rodriguez, predicted _a
leveland Indians! Florida Marlins
orld Series with the Fish coming
ut on top. Quite a stab in the dark
uring the onset of the season, but
e actually hit it right on the nose.
ell Manny, here's your well-de-
rved credit.
His preview ofthe two teams,
fore the season began:
~
The Marlins will not
." _ .' win this division if only
-,. because they have too







Baruch Stateswomen Spikes SUNY Old Westbury in a match
at the 6th floor gymnasium at 17 Lexington on October 23.
The Stateswomen won the match 3-0.
Women's Cross Country Results
Sunday, October 19@ Van Cortlandt Park (3.1 Miles)
Baruch Tied for Fifth Place Overall with 114 points
Individual results:
8th Olga Gonzalez
16th Shakellia Graham
23rd Latesha Richards
25th Gilda Huntas
32nd Tamieka Teape
